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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The major purpose of the Papua New Guinea Agricultural Systems Project is to produce information 
on small holder (subsistence) agriculture at provincial and national levels.  Information is collected 
by field observation, interviews with villagers and reference to published and unpublished 
documents.  The information is entered into a computer database (dBase IV), from where it is 
transferred to a mapping program (ARC/INFO).  Methods are described by Bourke et al. (1993).  
This paper contains a written summary of the information on the Agricultural Systems in this 
Province, maps of selected agricultural features, a complete listing of all information in the database 
in coded form, and lists of villages with National Population Census codes, indexed by Agricultural 
Systems.  This information will eventually be available on disk as a map-linked database suitable 
for use on a personal computer. 
 
Identification of agricultural systems and subsystems 
 
An Agricultural System is identified when a set of similar agricultural crops and practices occur 
within a defined area.  Six criteria are used to distinguish one system from another: 
 
1. Fallow type (the vegetation which is cleared from a garden site before cultivation). 
 
2. Fallow period (the length of time a garden site is left unused between cultivations). 
 
3. Cultivation intensity (the number of consecutive crops planted before fallow). 
 
4. The staple, or most important, crops. 
 
5. Garden and crop segregation (the extent to which crops are planted in separate gardens; in 
separate areas within a garden; or are planted sequentially). 
 
6. Soil fertility maintenance techniques (other than natural regrowth fallows). 
 
Where one or more of these factors differs significantly and the differences can be mapped, then a 
separate system is distinguished. 
 
Where variation occurs, but is not able to be mapped at 1:500 000 scale because the areas in which 
the variation occurs are too small or are widely dispersed within the larger system, a subsystem is 
identified.  Subsystems within an Agricultural System are allocated a separate record in the 
database, identified by the Agricultural System number and a subsystem number. 
 
Sago is a widespread staple food in lowland Papua New Guinea.  Sago is produced from palms 
which are not grown in gardens.  Most of the criteria above cannot be applied.  In this case, systems 
are differentiated on the basis of the staple crops only. 
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Relationship to PNGRIS 
 
The Papua New Guinea Resource Information System (PNGRIS) contains information on the 
natural resources of PNG (Bellamy 1986).  However PNGRIS contains no information on 
agricultural practices, other than an assessment of land use intensity based on air photograph 
interpretation by Saunders (1993), and ECOPHYS which is concerned with predicted crop 
performance in a specific environment (Hackett 1988).  The Agricultural Systems Project is 
designed to provide detailed information on agricultural practices and cropping patterns as part of an 
upgraded PNGRIS geographical information system.  For this reason the Agricultural Systems 
database contains almost no information on the environmental settings of the systems, except for 
altitude and slope.  The layout of the text descriptions, the database code files and the village lists 
are modelled on PNGRIS formats (Cuddy 1987). 
 
The mapping of Agricultural Systems has been carried out on the same map base and scale as 
PNGRIS (Tactical Pilotage Charts, 1:500 000).  It is also done within the areas of agricultural land 
use established by Saunders (1993) from aerial photography.  Except where specifically noted, 
Agricultural Systems boundaries have been mapped without reference to PNGRIS Resource 
Mapping Unit (RMU) boundaries.  Agricultural Systems are defined at the level of the Province 
(following PNGRIS) but their wider distribution is recognised in the database by cross-referencing 
systems which cross provincial borders. 
 
A preliminary view of the relationships between RMUs and the Agricultural Systems in this 
Province can be obtained from the listing of villages by Agricultural System, where RMU numbers 
are appended (Section 6.3). 
 
 
Note for reprinted edition 
 
Most of the fieldwork for this project was conducted over a six year period (late 1990 to late 1996).  
Over this period, a number of minor inconsistencies arose in data classification and presentation.  
As well, some changes occurred in conventions for the text fields and in the definitions of data 
fields, for example, for seasonality, fencing and burning.  These changes were noted in the Preface 
of the Provincial Working Papers (first editions) as they occurred.  One of the more important 
changes was that the cutoff points for the classification of cash earning activities were applied more 
consistently.  Because of these inconsistencies and changes in definitions, it was necessary to revise 
the database so that it was consistent for all 19 provinces and to incorporate changes in agriculture 
systems since the original papers were produced. 
 
Most changes, as distinct from definitional changes, relate to cash income.  The revisions were done 
in late 1998.  The largest number of changes occurred in the first four provincial working papers: 
East Sepik, West Sepik, Western and Gulf Provinces.  Papers for the five Island Region provinces 
required the least number of changes.  Agricultural systems that cross provincial boundaries have 
been adjusted so that the information is identical on both sides of the boundary, apart from some 
minor differences in some of the text fields.  However the notes have not been updated to 
incorporate new publications since the Working Papers were completed. 
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2. DATABASE STRUCTURE, DEFINITIONS AND CODES 
 
Information on agricultural systems is stored in a database, one record per agricultural system (or 
subsystem where identified) and 108 fields per record.  This section lists the field names and their 
database abbreviations [NAMES]. Summary descriptions, explanatory notes and variable codes are 
given for each field. 
 
 
LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION 
1. Provincial Identification [PROVINCE]:  A two digit National Population Census code.  Eg. code 
14 = East Sepik Province.  Provincial codes are listed in Appendix A.1. 
 
2. System Identification [SYSTIDNO]:  A two digit number identifying the agricultural system within 
this province.  Eg. code 01 = System 01.  Numbers are not assigned to systems within a province in 
any particular order. 
 
3. Agricultural System [AGSYST]:  Systems are also identified by a unique Papua New Guinea-wide 
four digit number.  The first two digits are the National Population Census provincial code and the 
second two digits are the system identification number.  Eg. 1401 = System 01 in the East Sepik 
Province. 
 
4. Agricultural Subsystem [SUSBSYSIDNO]:  Subsystems are identified by a single digit.  When 
referred to in the text they are preceded by the agricultural system number and a hyphen.  Eg. 1418-1 
is Subsystem 1 of System 1418. 
 
5. Number of Subsystems [NUMSUBSYS]:  A single digit specifying the number of subsystems that 
occur within this System. 
 
6. District [DISTRICT]:  The 1990 National Population Census code for the District within which the 
System is located. More than one District may be listed. District codes are listed in Appendix A.2. 
 
7. Census Divisions [CENSUSDIV]:  The 1980 National Population Census code for the Census 
Divisions that occur within the System.  Census Division codes for this Province are listed in 
Appendix A.2. 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
8. Lowest Altitude [ALTLOW]:  The lowest altitude, in metres (rounded), to which the System 
extends. 
 
9. Highest Altitude [ALTHIGH]:  The highest altitude, in metres (rounded), to which the System 
extends. 
 
10. Garden Slope [SLOPE]:  The average slope of gardens in the System. 
 
1 Flat (<2o) 
2 Gentle (2-10o) 
3 Steep (10-25o) 
4 Very steep  (>25o) 
5 Multiple classes  
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11. Survey Description [SURVDESC]:  A text description of the areas visited or not visited within the 
system, the length of time spent in different areas, traverses undertaken, the mode of transport used, 
the month and year of the survey, and the sources of any documentary information used.  
 
12. Summary Description [SYSSUMM]:  A concise text description of the agricultural system, and 
subsystems (if any), focussed on the occurrence of the major distinguishing criteria. 
 
13. System Boundary Definitions [BOUNDDEF]:  A brief description of how the boundaries between 
systems were identified and mapped.  The boundaries between agricultural and non-agricultural land 
use were taken from Saunders (1993). 
 
14. Systems Crossing Provincial Borders [OTHPROV]:  A logical field (yes/no) which indicates 
whether the System crosses a provincial border. 
 
15. Same System in Adjacent Province [PROVSYS]:  A listing of AGSYST numbers (see Field 3 
above) of up to two systems in adjacent provinces which are identical to this system, for systems 
which cross provincial borders. 
 
16. Subsystem Extent [SUBSYSEXT]:  An estimate of the proportion of the area of the total system 
occupied by a subsystem.  In the case of there being no subsystems this field is listed as 100 per 
cent. 
 
1 25 per cent 
2 50 per cent 
3 75 per cent 
4 100 per cent 
 
17. Type of Fallow Vegetation Cleared [FALLTYPE]:  The predominant type of vegetation cleared 
from garden sites at the beginning of a new period of cultivation.  Where short fallows are used (see 
Field 18 below), fallow type refers to the vegetation cleared after a long fallow. 
 
1 Short grass (eg. kunai < 1.5 m tall) 
2 Tall grass (eg. Miscanthus or Saccharum  > 1.5 m tall) 
3 Grass and woody regrowth (dense short or tall grass and short woody 
regrowth) 
4 Short woody regrowth (shrubs/trees < 10 m tall) 
5 Tall woody regrowth (trees > 10 m tall) 
6 Forest (no indication of previous use) 
7 No long fallow 
8 Savanna (Scattered woody growth with grass ground cover) 
 
18. Use of Short Fallows [SHORTFALL]:  A presence and significance measure which indicates 
whether short fallows are used.  Short fallows are brief periods of less than 12 months between 
plantings during which land is left fallow. 
 
19. The Long Fallow Period [FALLPER]:  An estimate of the length of time (greater than 12 months) 
land is left to revert to regrowth, before it is cultivated again. Class 0 refers to situations where very 
long cropping intervals (40 plantings or more) make long fallows not significant. 
 
0 Not significant 
1 1 to 4 years 
2 5 to 15 years 
3 Greater than 15 years 
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20. Cropping Intensity [CROPINT]:  The number of times staple crops are planted in the main 
gardens before those gardens are returned to a long fallow. Short fallows of less than 12 months (see 
Field 18 above) are excluded for this purpose: they may occur between plantings without affecting 
the classification.  The class 'More than 40 plantings', refers to situations where land has been 
planted continuously without a long fallow since the Pacific War (1942-45) or longer. In such cases 
Field 19, Long Fallow Period, is classed as 'Long fallow period not significant'. 
 
1 1 planting only 
2 2 plantings 
3 3 to 5 plantings 
4 6 to 14 plantings 
5 15 to 40 plantings 
6 More than 40 plantings 
 
 
CROP COMPONENTS 
21. The Dominant Staple Crops [DOMSTAP]:  The most important staple food crops grown in the 
subsystem.  A major staple is defined as a crop estimated to cover more than one-third of staple 
garden area, and therefore no more than 3 dominant staples may be identified for a system.  An 
important exception occurs when sago is the staple.  Sago is extracted from palms which are not 
cultivated in gardens.  In the text accounts (System Summaries and Notes), dominant staples are 
described as the 'most important crops'. 
 
22. The Subdominant Staple Crops [SUBSTAP]:  Staple food crops of lesser importance grown in the 
subsystem. A subdominant staple is defined as a crop estimated to cover more than 10 per cent of a 
staple garden area; up to six crops may be listed.  An important exception occurs when sago is the 
staple.  Sago is extracted from palms which are not cultivated in gardens.  In the text accounts 
(System Summaries and Notes), subdominant staples are described as 'important crops'. 
 
23. All Staple Crops [ALLSTAP]:  A list of up to 10 staple crops including crops classed as dominant 
and subdominant, as well as other staple crops which occur commonly.  In the text accounts (System 
Summaries and Notes), staple crops which are classified as neither dominant nor subdominant are 
described as 'other crops'. 
 
01 Mixed staple (no dominant staple: a mix of some or all of: banana, taro, sweet potato 
 Chinese taro, yam, cassava and corn)   
02 Banana (Musa cvs) 13 Taro (Colocasia esculenta) 
03 Breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) 14 Yam (Dioscorea alata) 
04 Cassava (Manihot esculenta) 15 Yam (Dioscorea esculenta) 
05 Chinese taro (Xanthosoma sagittifolium) 16 Yam (Dioscorea pentaphylla) 
06 Coconut (Cocos nucifera) 17 Other 
07 Corn (Zea mays) 18 Queensland arrowroot (Canna 
08 Potato (Solanum tuberosum)  edulis) 
09 Sago (Metroxylon sagu) 19 Taro (Amorphophallus) 
10 Swamp taro (Cyrtosperma  (Amorphophallus paeoniifolius) 
 chamissonis) 20 Yam (Dioscorea bulbifera) 
11 Sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) 21 Yam (Dioscorea nummularia) 
12 Taro (Alocasia macrorrhiza)   
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24. Other Vegetable Crops [VEG]:  A list of up to 10 important vegetable crops: 
 
01 Aibika (Abelmoschus manihot) 22 Rungia (Rungia klossii) 
02 Amaranthus (Amaranthus spp.) 23 Tulip (Gnetum gnemon) 
03 Bean, common (Phaseolus vulgaris) 24 Valangur (Polyscias spp.) 
04 Bean, lablab (Lablab purpureus) 25 Balbal (Erythrina variegata) 
05 Bean, winged (Psophocarpus 26 Bamboo shoots 
 tetragonolobus) 27 Bean, snake (Vigna unguiculata) 
06 Cabbage (Brassica oleracea 28 Spring onion (Allium cepa var. cepa) 
 var. capitata) 29 Sweet potato leaves (Ipomoea batatas) 
07 Chinese cabbage (Brassica chinensis) 30 Taro leaves (Colocasia esculenta) 
08 Choko tips (Sechium edule)  31 Watercress (Nasturtium officinale) 
09 Corn (Zea mays) 32 Other 
10 Cucumber (Cucumis sativus) 33 Bean, lima (Phaseolus lunatus) 
11 Ferns 34 Bottle gourd (Lagenaria siceraria) 
12 Ginger (Zingiber officinale) 35 Dicliptera (Dicliptera papuana) 
13 Highland pitpit (Setaria palmifolia) 36 Kalava (Ormocarpum orientale) 
14 Kangkong (Ipomoea aquatica) 37 Karakap (Solanum nodiflorum) 
15 Kumu musong (Ficus copiosa) 38 Basil (Ocimum basilicum) 
16 Lowland pitpit (Saccharum edule) 39 Bean leaves (Phaseolus spp.) 
17 Nasturtium (Nasturtium spp.) 40 Cassava leaves (Manihot esculenta) 
18 Oenanthe (Oenanthe javanica) 41 Chilli leaves (Capsicum frutescens) 
19 Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) 42 Eggplant (Solanum melongena) 
20 Pumpkin fruit (Cucurbita moschata) 43 Pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan) 
21 Pumpkin tips (Cucurbita moschata) 44 Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) 
 
25. Fruit Crops [FRUIT]:  A list of up to 8 important fruits grown: 
 
01 Avocado (Persea americana) 21 Granadilla (Passiflora  
02 Banana (Musa cvs)  quadrangularis) 
03 Bukabuk (Burckella obovata) 22 Grapefruit (Citrus paradisi) 
04 Coastal pandanus (Pandanus tectorius) 23 Guava (Psidium guajava) 
05 Malay apple (Syzygium malaccense) 24 Lemon (Citrus limon) 
06 Mandarin (Citrus reticulata) 25 Lime (Citrus aurantifolia) 
07 Mango (Mangifera indica) 26 Parartocarpus (Parartocarpus  
08 Marita pandanus (Pandanus conoideus)  venenosa) 
09 Orange (Citrus sinensis) 27 Pomelo (Citrus maxima) 
10 Passionfruit, banana (Passiflora 28 Pouteria (Pouteria maclayana) 
 mollissima)  29 Raspberry (Rubus spp.) 
11 Passionfruit, other (Passiflora spp.) 30 Soursop (Annona muricata) 
12 Pawpaw (Carica papaya) 31 Tree tomato (Cyphomandra betacea) 
13 Pineapple (Ananas comosus) 32 Watery rose apple (Syzygium 
14 Rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum)  aqueum) 
15 Sugar (Saccharum officinarum) 33 Governor's plum (Flacourtia 
16 Ton (Pometia pinnata)   indica) 
17 Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) 34 Lovi-lovi (Flacourtia inermis) 
18 Other  35 Mon (Dracontomelon dao) 
19 Custard apple (Annona squamosa) 36 Rukam (Flacourtia rukam) 
20 Golden apple (Spondias cytherea) 37 Ficus (Ficus spp.) 
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26. Nut Crops [NUT]:  A list of up to 5 important nuts grown or collected: 
 
01 Breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) 09 Karuka, wild (Pandanus brosimos) 
02 Candle nut (Aleurites moluccana) 10 Okari (T. kaernbachii/ T. impediens) 
03 Castanopsis (Castanopsis 11 Sis (Pangium edule) 
  acuminatissima) 12 Pao (Barringtonia spp.) 
04 Coconut (Cocos nucifera) 13 Tulip (Gnetum gnemon) 
05 Finschia (Finschia chloroxantha) 14 Other 
06 Galip (Canarium indicum) 15 Polynesian chestnut (Inocarpus  
07 Java almond (Terminalia catappa)  fagifer) 
08 Karuka, planted (Pandanus 16 Cycad (Cycas spp.) 
 julianettii) 17 Entada (Entada scandens) 
  18 Dausia (Terminalia megalocarpa) 
 
27. Narcotic Crops [NARC]:  A list of up to 5 important narcotics grown: 
 
1 Betel nut, highland  (Areca macrocalyx) 
2 Betel nut, lowland  (Areca catechu) 
3 Betel pepper, highland (Piper gibbilimbum) 
4 Betel pepper, lowland (Piper betle) 
5 Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) 
6 Kava (Piper methysticum) 
 
 
FORMS OF GARDEN AND CROP SEGREGATION 
28. Garden Segregation [GARDSEG]:  A presence and significance measure of whether individual 
staple food crops are planted in different gardens.  A garden is a contiguous area of land planted 
with crops under the management of a social unit such as a family or a household.  If some gardens 
are sited in different vegetation zones, and have different fallow periods, cultivation periods or other 
agronomic characteristics, then they are assigned to a separate subsystem. 
 
All presence and significance measures are coded as follows: 
 
0 None 
1 Minor or insignificant 
2 Significant 
3 Very significant 
 
29. Crop Segregation [CROPSEG]:  A presence and significance measure of whether individual 
staple food crops are planted separately in different parts of the same garden. 
 
30. Crop Sequences [CROPSEQU]:  A presence and significance measure of whether the harvesting 
of one crop species is usually followed by the planting of another, eg. yams followed by sweet 
potato, or sweet potato followed by peanuts followed by sweet potato (see also Field 33 below). 
 
31. Mixed Vegetable Gardens [MIXGARD]:  A presence and significance measure of whether mixed 
gardens are used.  A mixed garden is typically a garden which is subsidiary to that containing the 
main staple(s).  It is planted with a wide range of either subdominant staples and/or other vegetables. 
It may or may not be distinguished from the main garden types by different fallow and agronomic 
techniques. 
 
32. Household Gardens [HOUSGARD]:  A presence and significance measure of whether house 
gardens are used.  A house garden is typically a garden that is small relative to the main gardens, is 
located near houses, and which contains a variety of crops. Also known as door yard or kitchen 
gardens. 
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SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES 
33. Legume Rotation [LEGUMROT]:  A presence and significance measure of whether a leguminous 
crop (eg. peanuts or winged bean) is grown between plantings of main food crops. 
 
34. Planted Tree Fallow [TREEFALL]:  A presence and significance measure of whether tree species 
(eg. Casuarina oligodon or Parasponia spp.) are planted into gardens or fallows for the stated 
purpose of improving soil quality during subsequent cultivations.  This measure excludes the 
practice of planting fruit tree species into gardens and fallows, but does not exclude the planted trees 
being used for timber or firewood. 
 
35. The Use of Compost [COMPOST]:  A presence and significance measure of whether organic  
matter is placed beneath the surface of the soil. 
 
36. The Use of Animal Manure [MANURE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
animal manure is placed on or in the soil. The measure does not include the deposition of manure by 
the animals themselves, eg. pigs tethered in gardens. 
 
37. The Use of Island Beds:  [ISLBED]:  A presence and significance measure of whether island beds 
are used.  Island beds are beds of soil on which crops are planted and which are raised above the 
level of a surrounding area of standing or slowly moving water. 
 
38. The Contribution of Silt from Flooding [SILT]:  A presence and significance measure of 
whether silt from floods is deposited either regularly or sporadically on the soil surface in gardens.  
It is assumed the flooding is of natural causes, but the measure does not exclude deliberate 
manipulation of stream channels in order to enhance the delivery of silt or for the partial control of 
flood waters. 
 
39. The Use of Inorganic Fertiliser [FERT]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
inorganic fertiliser is applied to gardens.  This measure excludes the use of inorganic fertiliser on 
cash crops, such as coffee or vegetables. 
 
 
OTHER AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES  
40. The Placing of Pigs in Gardens [PIGSIN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether pigs 
are placed in gardens between plantings.  Pigs may be placed in gardens between plantings for a 
number of stated reasons, eg. to eat earthworms, to eat unharvested crops, or to till the soil.  This 
measure excludes the deliberate breaking of fences to allow pigs to forage after the cropping phase. 
 
41. Burning [BURN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether fallow vegetation cleared and 
cut in a new garden site is burnt before the planting of the staple crops.  The measure includes the 
burning of material which has been heaped. Significance takes into account the frequency of burning 
relative to the cropping intensity. So, for example, if the majority of the fallow material cleared from 
the site is burnt at the initial clearing of a garden, and only one or two plantings are made before 
fallowing, burning is Very Significant.  If the same thing occurs at clearing, but a large number of 
plantings are made before the next long fallow, with little or no burning between plantings, burning 
is Minor. 
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42. Soil Tillage [TILL]:  A presence and significance measure of whether soil in the staple food 
gardens is tilled before planting.  Tillage includes the breaking up, or turning over, of the whole or 
the major part of the soil on the garden surface.  The measure includes tillage in either the first 
planting and/or subsequent plantings.  The formation of soil mounds and beds (see Fields 53-58 
below) involves working the soil into a tilth, but in order to distinguish clearly between these 
processes, mounds and beds are not automatically classified as soil tillage. 
 
43. The Use of Deep Holing [HOLE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether deep holing 
is used.  Deep holing is sometimes used in yam cultivation in order to influence the dimensions and 
shape of the tubers.  Deep (> 50 cm) holes are dug, the soil is broken into a fine tilth and the hole re-
filled before planting.  The use of this technique is usually restricted to the cultivation of Dioscorea 
alata. 
 
44. Cutting Fallow Vegetation Onto the Crops [FALLCUT]:  A presence and significance measure of 
whether crops are planted beneath standing fallow vegetation, and the vegetation is later cut down 
onto the growing crops. 
 
45. The Use of Fences [FENCE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether gardens are 
fenced.  Fences are linear barriers made of wood, bamboo, cane grass or stones, and may incorporate 
a ditch or a bank.  The measure excludes low ridges which form between fields when stones are 
thrown to the perimeter during cultivation. In the assessment of the significance of fences, the 
occurrence of fences around every individual garden is given greater significance than one fence 
around a large number of gardens. 
 
46. The Use of Irrigation [IRRIG]:  A presence and significance measure of whether water is applied 
to crops by the use of channels or aqueducts. 
 
47. The Use of Mulch [MULCH]:  A presence and significance measure of whether a mulch is used 
to cultivate the staple crops.  A mulch is organic material which is applied to the soil surface.  If the 
material is placed beneath the soil surface it is defined as a compost (see Field 35 above). 
 
48. The Seasonality of Main Crops [SEASMAJ]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
the dominant staples (most important food crops) and the subdominant staples (important food 
crops) are planted at about the same time each year. 
 
49. The Seasonality of Other Crops [SEASMIN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
other staple crops and vegetable crops are planted at about the same time each year. 
 
50. The Use of Drains [DRAIN]:  A presence and significance measure of whether ditches are used in 
and around gardens to remove surface water or to lower the groundwater table. 
 
51. The Use of Soil Retention Barriers [SOILRET]:  A presence and significance measure of whether 
structures (pegged logs, fences or hurdles, stone walls) are constructed along the contour or below 
individual plants, in order to prevent or reduce the down slope movement of soil. 
 
52. The Use of Staking [STAKE]:  A presence and significance measure of whether crops are trained 
or tied up stakes, trellises or standing dead trees to lift them off the soil surface.  The practice is 
usually applied to yams (Dioscorea spp.), beans, sugarcane, and sometimes gourds, cucumber and 
choko. 
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MOUNDING TECHNIQUES  
In many parts of Papua New Guinea the soil is formed into circular mounds of varying dimensions 
and crops are planted on them.  Mounding should not be confused with composting (see Field 35 
above).  Mounds may or may not contain compost and composting may take place in the absence of 
mounds.  Mounds are usually re-formed at each new planting.  Mound formation usually involves 
extensive soil disturbance.  The effect can be similar to complete soil tillage (see Field 42 above). 
 
The following fields contain presence and significance measures of whether mounds of the specified 
dimensions are used in the system. 
 
53. Very Small Mounds [VSMMOUND]:  Mounds up to 10 cm high. 
 
54. Small Mounds [SMMOUND]:  Mounds 10 to 40 cm high. 
 
55. Medium Sized Mounds [MOUND]:  Mounds 40-70 cm high and between 1 m and 2.5 m in 
diameter. 
 
56. Large Mounds [LRGEMOUND]:  Mounds > 70 cm high and > 2.5 m in diameter. 
 
 
GARDEN BED TECHNIQUES 
In some locations the soil is also raised into beds and crops planted on them. Bed formation usually 
involves extensive soil disturbance.  The effect can be similar to complete soil tillage (see Field 42 
above).  Two shapes of beds are distinguishable: 
 
57. Square Beds [BEDSQ]:  Square beds are constructed by digging shallow ditches typically 2 to 4 
metres apart on a grid layout, and throwing the soil removed onto the surface to form a bed.  The 
outcome is a characteristic chequerboard or gridiron pattern in gardens. 
 
58. Long Beds [BEDLONG]:  Long beds are constructed by digging shallow ditches down slope 
typically 2 to 4 metres apart and over 10 metres in length, and throwing the soil removed to the 
centre to form a bed. 
 
59. Mechanical Soil Tillage [MECHAN]:  The use of tractors or hand-held cultivators in the 
preparation of a garden site for food crops. The measure includes the use of machinery in the 
cultivation of crops for sale. 
 
 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
A presence and significance measure of the importance of the following common rural cash income 
sources.  The list includes sources related to agricultural or land based production from the farmers' 
own resources. 
 
60. Animal Products [ANSKIN]:  The sale of animal skins, furs and bird plumes, but not fresh meat. 
 
61. Betel Nut [BETEL]:  The sale of betel nuts (Areca catechu or A. macrocalyx) and associated 
items like pepper and lime. 
 
62. Cardamom [CARDAM]:  The sale of cardamom (Elettaria cardamomum). 
 
63. Cattle [CATTLE]:  The sale of cattle as live beasts or as fresh meat. 
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64. Chillies [CHILLIE]:  The sale of dried chillies (Capsicum frutescens). 
 
65. Cocoa [COCOA]:  The sale of cocoa (Theobroma cacao) beans. 
 
66. Copra [CNUT]:  The sale of copra and nuts from coconut palms (Cocos nucifera). 
 
67. Arabica Coffee [COFFARAB]:  The sale of Arabica coffee (Coffea arabica). 
 
68. Robusta Coffee [COFFROB]:  The sale of Robusta coffee (Coffea canephora). 
 
69. Crocodile Products [CROC]:  The sale of freshwater and saltwater crocodile (Crocodylus spp.) 
skins or meat, from managed and wild animals. 
 
70. Firewood [FIREWOOD]:  The sale of firewood. 
 
71. Fish [FISH]:  The sale of fresh or smoked freshwater or saltwater fish, shellfish or crustacea. 
 
72. Fresh Food:  [FOOD]:  The sale of fresh vegetables, fruits, nuts and fresh or smoked meat from 
domesticated or wild animals. 
 
73. Oil Palm [OILPALM]:  The sale of palm oil fruit (Elaeis guineensis). 
 
74. Potato [POTATO]:  The sale of Irish potatoes (Solanum tuberosum). 
 
75. Pyrethrum [PYRETH]:  The sale of dried pyrethrum flowers (Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium). 
 
76. Rice [RICE]:  The sale of rice (Oryza sativa). 
 
77. Rubber [RUBB]:  The sale of latex from rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis). 
 
78. Sheep and Wool [SHEEP]:  The sale of sheep as live animals, or meat and the sale of wool. 
 
79. Tea [TEA]:  The sale of unprocessed tea (Camellia sinensis). 
 
80. Tobacco [TOBACCO]:  The sale of the dried tobacco leaf (Nicotiana tabacum). 
 
81-82. Other [OTHER1] [OTHER2]:  Other unlisted sources of cash include the sale of copal gum 
(Agathis sp.), massoi bark (Massoia aromatica), tigasso oil (Campnosperma sp.), salt extracted 
from plants or natural springs and deposits, mineral oil, bêche-de-mer, insects and butterflies, live 
birds, marsupials, pigs and horses, house building materials including thatching and sheets of woven 
cane, canoe hulls, clothing, weapons, string bags, carvings and artefacts.  This category excludes 
other sources of cash income such as wages and salaries, logging or mining royalties, gold mining, 
banditry, gambling and remittances.  These are mentioned in Notes (Field 83) if they are important. 
 
83. Further Notes [NOTES]:  Additional notes on particularly outstanding features of the system and 
further information drawn from published and unpublished documents. 
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SURVEY DETAILS 
Fields 84-101 contain details of dates when observations were made of the system for the purposes 
of this project and the names of the persons who made the observations.  Up to three survey visits 
can be accommodated.  The field names are: 
 
Month of a short visit [SVDATMON]: Eg. 01 = January.  
Year of a short visit [SVDATYR]: Eg. 1992. 
Period of a longer term study [SVPERYRA]: Eg. 1971-72. 
Person making the visit  [SURVNAME]: Initials of person(s). Full names are given in a Key on the 
relevant page in Section 5. 
 
The type of survey [SURVTYPE] 
 
1 Very brief visit to one place (less than an hour), or interviews 
2 Short visit to a few places ( less than 1 day) 
3 Visits to several places (1 to 3 days) 
4 Multiple visits to many places (4 to 15 days) 
5 Multiple visits to many locations over several years ( more than 15 days) 
 
102. Information From the National Nutrition Survey 1982-83 [NNS]:  The National Nutrition 
Survey 1982/83, selected families in villages across most of the country from a sampling frame 
based on environments drawn from PNGRIS classifications.  Amongst other questions, people were 
asked what foods they had eaten during the previous day (NNS 1982/3).  For systems in which more 
than 10 families were interviewed, responses for particular foods are presented as percentages of the 
total number of families interviewed.  Results are presented only for staple foods, fresh fish and 
purchased rice.  The entry includes the number of families and number of villages surveyed, and the 
month and year of survey. 
 
This information is more than 10 years old and is independent of the information collected by the 
Agricultural Systems Project.  It should be used carefully (Smith et al. 1992).  In some Systems the 
sample size is small and villages sampled may be restricted to one part of the System.  It is possible 
that Chinese taro (Xanthosoma sagittifolium) has been included in the general term 'taro', increasing 
the importance of taro (Colocasia esculenta) and decreasing the importance of Chinese taro.  Where 
diets change seasonally, the results may also be unrepresentative. 
 
103. Main References [REF]:  References to published and unpublished documents that contain 
substantial information on agriculture in the System. 
 
104. Other References [REF2]:  References to published and unpublished documents that contain 
additional information directly relevant to the Agricultural System. 
 
105. The Area of the System [AREA]:  The area, in square kilometres, occupied by the System.  The 
figure is calculated by the mapping program ARC/INFO. 
 
106. Total Resident Population 1980 [TOTPOP]:  The total population resident within the area 
covered by the System at the time of the 1980 National Population Census.  The 1990 National 
Population Census figures are not used because of questions over their reliability, but the 1990 
National Population Census maps are used to locate most Census Units. 
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107. The Number of People Living Outside the System [ABSPOPPER]:  An estimate of the 
proportion of the population absent from villages in the system in 1978-79, expressed as a 
percentage of the total population.  The figure is the difference between the 'total' population and the 
'resident' population listed in the 1978-79 Provincial Data System (PDS) Rural Community Register 
for the Province. The 'total' population is the total number of persons listed in the Village Book and 
the 'resident' population the number living in the village, or who have been absent for less than 6 
months at the time of the census.  In some cases 'total' and 'resident' populations in the PDS are the 
same. 
 
108. The Population Density [POPDEN]:  The number of persons per square kilometre in 1980, 
calculated by dividing Field 106 (total population) by Field 105 (area).  There are two situations 
where adjusted figures are given (indicated by "*").  In some systems sago is the staple food and 
there is little or no agriculture or subsistence is based completely on non-agricultural activities (eg. 
fishing or trading) and no agricultural land use can be identified.  For these systems the area has 
been adjusted to include a 5 kilometre buffer strip around the system boundary, or centred on 
settlements where no land use is identified.  The 5 kilometre buffer zone is assumed to be the area of 
non-agricultural land, usually forest, in which wild plants and animals are exploited.  In the latter 
case, settlements are identified with point symbols.  The second kind of adjustment occurs where the 
populations of two adjoining systems, both of which use both systems, are unequally distributed in 
the two system areas due to the locations of the census units.  In such cases, adjusted population 
density figures are shown (for example, Milne Bay Province Systems 0501 and 0502), with 
explanations in Notes (Field 83). 
 
109. The Intensity of Land Use [RVALUE]:  The R value (Ruthenberg 1980, 15) is an estimate of the 
intensity of land use, derived from the ratio of the Cropping Period in years to the length of the 
cultivation cycle in years. Cropping Period is estimated from the number of plantings of the staple 
crops before a long fallow (see Field 20 above).  The cultivation cycle is the sum of the Cropping 
Period and the Long Fallow Period (see Field 19 above). The R value is thus: 
 
Cropping Period x 100 
 
Cropping Period + Long Fallow Period 
 
Because in this survey both the cropping period and the long fallow period are described as classes, 
conversion of the class ranges to single year values is necessary in order to calculate R values.  The 
following conversions are used for most crops: 
 
Cropping period Years  Long fallow period  Years 
1 planting only  1  Not used 0 
2  plantings  2  1-4 years 3 
3-5  plantings 4  5-15 years 10 
6-14  plantings 10  >15 years 20 
>14  plantings 20    
 
Triploid banana or Chinese taro may produce for several years from a single planting.  In systems in 
which these crops are dominant staples or subdominant staples with significant land use, the 
cropping period is adjusted upwards.  The adjustment is based on estimates of how long these crops 
produce from a single planting before a long fallow.  Where there is evidence of a cropping period 
without a long fallow of longer than 20 years, the cropping period is adjusted upwards, to a 
maximum of 50 years. 
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3. AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS:  TEXT SUMMARIES 
 
Text summaries take two forms: those for the first or only subsystem in an Agricultural System, and 
those for subsequent subsystems. 
 
1. The headers on text summaries for the first or only subsystem in an Agricultural System are as 
follows: 
 
 
 PROVINCE 15 West Sepik AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  1 Subsystem No 1 of 1 
 
 Districts  4 Telefomin  Subsystem Extent 100%   Area (sq km)  1259 
 Population 8,530  Population Density 7 persons/sq km  Population absent  7% 
 
 
This header contains information in the top right hand corner on the number of subsystems 
descriptions which follow. 
 
This header also contains information for the whole Agricultural System on Districts, area, 
population, population density and absenteeism. 
 
2. Headers on text summaries of subsequent subsystems are as follows: 
 
 
 PROVINCE 15 West Sepik AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  3 Subsystem No 2 of 2 
 
 Districts  4 Telefomin Subsystem Extent 25 % 
 
 
They contain information on Districts and subsystem extent only. 
 
Headers on second and subsequent pages of summaries are as follows: 
 
 
PROVINCE 15 West Sepik AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  1 Subsystem No 1 of 1 
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System Summary 
Located to the southeast of Manus Island on Baluan Island, and on the small islands of Pam and Nauna. Fallows of 
short woody regrowth, 5-15 years old, are cut, dried and burnt. All garden land on Baluan and Pam Islands is enclosed 
in an old established system of stone walls: these are reheaped when gardens are cleared. The most important crops are 
yam (D. esculenta) and sweet potato; important crops are cassava, banana and coconut; other crops are yam (D. alata), 
Chinese taro and taro. After one planting of yam, there are 2-4 plantings of sweet potato or cassava. Root crops are 
planted in separate garden sections. Both yam and sweet potato are planted in small mounds. Fruit and nut tree crops 
are important. There are significant sales of food to, and purchases of fish from, people resident in System 1603 whose 
livelihoods are based mainly on fishing. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-200 Slope Gentle (2-10 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sweet potato, Yam (D. esculenta) 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Cassava, Coconut 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. 
alata), Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Corn, Peanuts, Pumpkin tips, Bean (snake) 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, Golden apple, Mon 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Okari, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco, Kava 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 3-5 plantings 
R VALUE 29 (low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Very significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Significant 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS Minor 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Significant 
2  Fresh food Significant 
3  Betel nut Minor 
4  Cocoa Minor 
5  Coconut oil Minor 
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Very significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS Minor 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
PROVINCE 16 Manus AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  1 Subsystem No. 1 of 1 
 
 Districts 1 Manus Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  16 
 Population  1,097 Population density 69 persons/sq km Population absent  32 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July 1995, by dinghy from Lorengau to Baluan Island; a meeting and garden visits at Perelik village (half day). The 
Pam Islands and Nauna Island were not visited; information was obtained from interviews at Perelik village, at Liuliu 
village on Rambutyo Island, and from written sources. 
 
Boundary definition 
These islands were allocated to a separate system after visits to Baluan, Lou and Rambutyo Islands. 
 
Notes 
This system, and System 1602, differ from all other Manus systems because both lack sago, and both depend most on 
root crop cultivation. This system contrasts sharply with System 1603, to which the inhabitants of Mouk village on 
Baluan Island are assigned, where there is no, or very little, agriculture. It is also distinguished from System 1602 on 
the neighbouring island of Lou because here, on Baluan, yam (D. esculenta) is a more important crop, fallow periods 
are briefer, and the fallow vegetation is short woody regrowth. It is distinguished from System 1604 on nearby 
Rambutyo Island, and elsewhere, where sago is the most important food, fallow periods are longer, fallow vegetation is 
taller regrowth, and there are fewer plantings before fallow. 
 
The literature describing agriculture and other aspects of subsistence and economy, includes a number of early accounts 
(for example, Parkinson 1907; Nevermann 1934; Conroy 1947), some archaeological reports (for example, Ambrose 
1991a, 1991b) , and, since the early 1980s, two theses (Otto 1991; McEldowney 1995), and the first reports of a team 
of ecological anthropologists (Inaoka et al. in press; Ataka 1996). The fullest account of agriculture, arboriculture and 
landuse is that of McEldowney (1995). 
 
The major staple crops appear to have changed at least twice in the past 100 years: initially, perhaps, taro as the main 
staple; replaced then by yam (D. esculenta and D. alata); and currently yam (D. esculenta) and sweet potato. The 
presence of yams on both Baluan and Pam (and the preponderance of yams over taro at Mouk-presumably acquired by 
trade with Baluan), were noted by early German visitors (Nevermann 1934, 171). However, according to Baluan 
accounts reported by McEldowney (1995, 33, 123), yam is said to have replaced taro as recently as the 1870s or 1880s, 
following the loss of taro due to an insect pest. McEldowney (1995, 123) also suggested that yam (D. esculenta) itself 
may have been only a 19th Century introduction. In 1947, yams (D. esculenta and D. alata) were still the most 
important crops (Conroy 1947, 38), but sweet potato, cassava, Chinese taro (an 'important subsidiary crop'), banana, 
sugarcane and pineapples were also planted. Sweet potato was reported on both Baluan and Mouk Islands by Friederici 
(1912) before 1912: local names ('suai' on Baluan, 'prongan' on Mouk, and 'sue' on Pam, had already been given to the 
crop (Nevermann 1934, 41, 172). Another 'potato-like' tuber which was reported on Pam by German observers 
(Nevermann 1934, 172), was probably yam (D. esculenta). In the late 1980s, Otto (1991, 213) recorded the main 
garden foods on Baluan as yam, taro, sweet potato, banana and cassava, with fruit and nut trees providing important 
supplements. Recent work by Japanese researchers described the main foods as yam, Chinese taro, banana and fish 
(Inaoka et al. in press). During the 1995 survey, yam (D. esculenta) and sweet potato were ranked as the two most 
important crops, with banana, cassava and coconut as important ones.  
 
There is only a very small amount of sago grown on Baluan, and very little processed for food. For consumption, sago 
starch is traded from the main island of Manus. 
 
The most distinctive feature of agriculture on Baluan Island is the appearance of stone walls around all gardens, and 
extensive stone-clearing mounds, stone terracing and other rock features and alignments within gardens. McEldowney 
(1995, 98ff) mapped some 48 ha of these walled enclosure systems, and described them in detail. The walls are 
restacked each time a garden is re-used after fallow, and the walls may be up to 1.5 m high. Within gardens, the stone 
and rock features cover between 20-70 per cent of garden area. While McEldowney considered that the internal 
features were not primarily concerned with soil retention, she noted that there may be up to 3-4 m of level soil upslope 
of them. 
 
In 1995, fallow periods were estimated at ranging between 5-15 years, with the typical fallow vegetation being woody 
regrowth less than 10 m high. Fallow periods were said to have been reduced. In her work, McEldowney (1995, 27-8, 
127) noted that fallows were shorter near settlements, but emphasised that notions of accepted fallow periods (either 
stated, or discernible from regular vegetation patterns) were 'weakly defined if not absent'.  
 
PROVINCE 16 Manus AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  1 Subsystem No. 1 of 1 
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Notes continued 
Otto (1991, 216) noted that it was usual to cut fairly extensive areas of fallow to provide gardens for several people. 
Special gardens are made to produce surplus foods for ceremonial exchanges on occasions such as births, marriages and 
deaths, as well as church feasts and other more modern occasions (Otto 1991, 214). McEldowney (1995, 127-132) 
described some of the spatial and other features of these ceremonial gardens, which were generally larger than normal 
family gardens. 
 
Otto (1991, 216) reported that three plantings were common before fallow, with a typical planting sequence being yam 
(D. esculenta or D. alata) or taro, then sweet potato followed by cassava. McEldowney (1995, 125) also notes that there 
was sometimes a second cropping of yams, by reheaping mounds on tubers left in the ground at the time of the first 
harvest. Chinese taro, often planted at garden edges beside walls, continued to produce into the first years of fallow 
(McEldowney 1995, 124). In 1995, villagers pointed out that since Chinese taro was fire-resistant it was often not 
planted but simply resprouted on old sites.  
 
The customary time for clearing and planting new yam gardens was the period September to January, but, according to 
McEldowney (1995, 126-7), this is no longer followed as closely as before, and now planting may take place at other 
times. In 1995, although villagers claimed there was no seasonal pattern, garden observations suggested slight 
patterning. 
 
Staking is said to have been practised in the past (McEldowney 1995, 127): today, small trees and saplings are 
commonly cut at about 1.5 m when clearing to provide support for vines, or vines are left on the ground. 
 
Other vegetable crops not listed include tomatoes, cucumber, winged bean, common bean, carrot and lowland pitpit 
(McEldowney 1995, 125).  
 
In the past, nut and fruit tree cultivation on Baluan was a very important sector of production and the landscape, with an 
extensive orchard zone. Such arboriculture orchards are said to have declined in significance over the past 40-50 years, 
due to the expansion of coconut plantings for copra production (McEldowney 1995, 132-146). McEldowney listed a 
total of 23 species commonly grown: 11 fruits, 6 nuts, betel nut and 5 grown for construction purposes. Fruit and nut 
trees not listed in the crop lists included: the fruits Corynocarpus cribbeanus, Burckella obovata, coastal pandanus, 
Parartocarpus venenosa, watery rose apple and Polynesian chestnut (McEldowney 1995, 473-480).  
 
Tobacco apparently was not known prior to the end of the 19th Century anywhere in Manus, but was widely known by 
1908 (Nevermann 1934, 220). Kava used to be grown (and is presumed to be still) on Baluan Island (Lebot et al. 1992, 
29). Study of the genetics of the Baluan varieties showed that the two morphotypes of Piper methysticum grown are 
closely related to morphotypes originating from Vanuatu. Ambrose (1991b, 463) described Baluan house gardens 
(known as 'lalkokoi') as ceremonially important, and planted with ornamentals, aromatics, ginger and kava.  
 
A useful early compilation of Baluan terms for cultivated or common useful plants is given by Nevermann (1934, 40-
42).  
 
In 1947, megapode nesting grounds were protected from dogs by fencing, and the eggs harvested (Conroy 1947, 38). 
Their use, and maintenance, has continued. 
 
In 1995, the small islands of Pam (area of about 50 ha, population of 205), and Nauna (area of about 200 ha, population 
210), were not visited. It is likely that agriculture is more intensive on these small islands, since their population 
densities are higher than on Baluan Island. At the beginning of the 20th Century, the population of Nauna Island was 
described as agricultural by Parkinson (1907), though he noted that they had recently been defeated by a party from 
Rambutyo and had taken refuge on Pak Island. The population apparently declined from 400 to five (De'Ath and 
Balderston 1980/81, 36). By the time of the 1980 National Population Census, it had recovered to 210. According to 
Nauna villagers interviewed at Liuliu village and at Paniselu station in 1995, the fallow vegetation is similar to that on 
Baluan Island, the fallow periods are shorter (5-6 years), and there is only one planting before fallow. The most 
important crops are said to be yam (D. esculenta and D. alata), sweet potato and cassava. Banana, breadfruit and rice 
are also important foods. No stakes are cut for yams, but when clearing fallow vegetation, trees are stumped at 1-2 m to 
provide support for vines. Although there is only one planting of yam, after harvest there can be another planting of 
sweet potato or cassava. No Chinese taro is grown on the island, no sago, swamp taro or kava. Taro produces poorly. 
The ground is stony like that at Baluan Island, but although Baluan informants told  
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Notes continued 
McEldowney (1995) that there were stone walls on Nauna, walls were not mentioned in 1995. Coconuts are grown on, 
and obtained from, the Towi Islands, some 15 km east of Tong Island in the north. There are no bandicoots on Nauna 
Island (unlike Pak Island). Low stone walls around gardens were described for Pam Island in the early German 
accounts (Nevermann 1934, 169). In 1995, Pam soils were said to be heavier than those on Baluan. Fallow periods 
were said to be 4-5 years. Stakes are used for yam. Cassava is planted after yam. 
 
Historically, there has been significant trade and exchange between Mouk villagers (System 1603), who are Titan 
speakers, and Baluan islanders: in 1943, Baluan provided yam, betel nut and pepper, and carved woodwork; while 
Mouk supplied Baluan with fish, other marine produce, and coconut oil (Allied Geographical Section 1943, 31). In the 
past, people on both Baluan and Mouk Islands used to make coconut oil which was traded to Manus Island (Systems 
1604 and 1605): 300 dry coconuts were processed to make one kerosene drum of oil, which was exchanged for 50-60 
bags of sago (Conroy 1947, 38). Yam was traded from Baluan to Mouk (System 1603), in exchange for sago, which 
was presumably acquired from either Manus Island or Rambutyo (Conroy 1947, 38; Otto 1991, 214). By the 1980s, 
some Baluan villages held small weekly markets where small amounts of vegetables and fish were sold for money (Otto 
1991, 214). Mouk people buy vegetables at these markets and sell fish and coconut oil.  
 
Currently, the main sources of cash income are remittances, export tree crops (copra and cocoa), and market sales of 
vegetables and fruits, continuing the pattern of the 1980s (Ataka 1996). In the past, both copra and cocoa (which was 
increasingly planted from the late 1970s), have been important sources of income (Otto 1991, 215-6, 219-20). 
However, when prices fall below an acceptable level, copra is not produced by many people, as occurred in the late 
1980s (Otto 1991, 217). Since at least World War II, food has been grown for selling at the Lorengau market (or at 
Lombrum when the naval base was still operating): yam and ton are particular specialities (Otto 1991, 215). In the late 
1980s, market trips might yield sums ranging from K20-100, with up to seven trips a year (Otto 1991, 215). Betel nut 
and betel pepper is also a minor source of income. By the late 1980s, remittances had become one of the main income 
sources (Otto 1991, 220-21). 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
25 families from 3 villages were asked in October or November 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 100 per 
cent reported eating coconut, 64 per cent banana, 48 per cent cassava, 48 per cent taro, 32 per cent sago, 20 per cent 
sweet potato, 20 per cent yam and none Chinese taro. 64 per cent reported eating rice. 60 per cent reported eating fresh 
fish. This differs markedly from the crop pattern, with high consumption of taro and sago in particular (but also 
relatively high for banana and cassava), and relatively low consumption of both sweet potato and yam. The high 
consumption of sago, which was presumably imported from Manus Island, is suggestive of a period of food shortage 
(McEldowney 1995, 31). 
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System Summary 
Located to the southeast of Manus Island on Lou Island. Fallow vegetation of tall woody regrowth, more than 15 years 
old, is cut, dried and burnt. Sweet potato and cassava are the most important crops; banana and coconut are important 
crops; other crops are Chinese taro, taro and yam (D. esculenta and D. alata). Before long fallow, sweet potato may be 
planted up to five times. Occasional short fallows, and some peanut rotations, occur between plantings. Cassava and 
sweet potato are usually planted in separate garden sections, or cassava may follow a sweet potato crop. Taro is either 
planted in separate sections, or in separate gardens, often further inland on sloping land. Between the first and 
subsequent sweet potato plantings, the soil is tilled with hoes and small mounds are formed. Fruit and nut tree crops are 
important. There are significant sales of vegetable foods to both the Lorengau market and the fishing people of System 
1603. Fish are an important food. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-200 Slope Multiple classes 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Cassava, Sweet potato 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Coconut 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia), Yam (D. 
alata), Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Corn, Cucumber, Ferns, Kumu musong, Peanuts, Pumpkin tips, Bean 
(snake), Taro leaves, Tomato 
FRUITS Malay apple, Mandarin, Mango, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Watermelon, Pomelo, Mon 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Okari, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland) 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW Minor 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 3-5 plantings 
R VALUE 17 (low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Very significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Significant 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION Significant 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Fresh food Very significant 
  
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE Significant 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS Minor 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS Minor 
PROVINCE 16 Manus AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  2 Subsystem No. 1 of 1 
 
 Districts 1 Manus Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  29 
 Population  490 Population density 17 persons/sq km Population absent  57 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July 1995, by dinghy from Lorengau to Lou Island; a meeting and garden visits at Solang village (half day). 
 
Boundary definition 
Lou Island was allocated to a separate system after visits to Baluan, Lou and Rambutyo Islands. 
 
Notes 
This system, and System 1601, differ from all other Manus systems because both lack sago, and both depend most on 
root crop cultivation. This system contrasts sharply with System 1603, to which the inhabitants of some nearby islands 
are assigned, where there is no or very little agriculture. It is distinguished from System 1601 on neighbouring Baluan 
and Pam Islands because there yam (D. esculenta) is a more important crop, fallow periods are briefer, and fallow 
vegetation is short woody regrowth. It is distinguished from System 1604 on nearby Rambutyo Island where sago is the 
most important food and there are fewer plantings before fallow. 
 
Lou Island consists of eleven Quaternary volcanic cones and their associated lava flows and ash deposits (Henry 1976). 
The ash soils are deep and the southeastern coast at Baun village is subject to rapid erosion. There are major megapode 
nesting grounds in thermally warmed sandy gravels near Baun village (Henry 1976, 65). According to Saunders (1993), 
air photography showed more intensive land use in the central part of the narrow island, and less intensive use at both 
ends. From the mid 1980s on, the flat coastal soils in the central part, much of which were planted with cocoa during 
the 1950s and 1960s, have been cleared and cultivated intensively with root crops. Villagers said that taro was grown 
mainly inland, on sloping land. Following conversion to the Seventh Day Adventist religion in the 1930s, inland 
settlements were relocated to the coast (Ambrose 1991b, 463).  
 
The greater significance of root crop cultivation in this system, and in System 1601, served to differentiate them from 
the rest of Manus in the eyes of the early German observers. Thus in 1913, 'Crops such as taro and yams are produced 
in larger quantities only on the islands of Baluan and Lou ... very little is sold.' (Sack and Clark 1980, 65-66). On Lou, 
taro used to be the most important crop, and its importance was commented on (Nevermann 1934, 169-170). Some yam 
was also reported (Nevermann 1934, 171). In 1947, taro was still said to be the main staple, followed by cassava 
(introduced from Baluan), with sweet potato, yam (D. esculenta), banana, sugarcane, pumpkin, pineapple and pawpaw 
also widely grown (Conroy 1947, 37). Other crops grown included cucumber, cabbage, lettuce, carrot and beans, most 
of which presumably had been introduced by the SDA mission. Taro blight was said to have become a serious problem 
in Lou only in 1977 (Rooney 1982, 276). Since then the importance of taro has declined. Recent work by Japanese 
researchers indicates that the main food crops are currently cassava, taro, Chinese taro and banana, with fish as an 
important component of diets (Inaoka et al. in prep.) In 1995, the main foods were said to be sweet potato, cassava and 
banana. Other root crops of minor importance are Alocasia taro, Chinese taro and yam (D. alata and D. esculenta). 
There is a small amount of sago grown in Lou, but only its leaves are used for thatching. Sago starch is imported from 
other islands. Two Amorphophallus plants were seen growing in 1995 but both had recently been brought to the island, 
possibly from West New Britain.  
 
Taro is said to be planted only once. However, sweet potato and cassava are planted 2-5 times before fallow. On flat 
volcanic soils near Solang village, peanut rotations between sweet potato crops are common.  
 
Listing crops on the island, villagers said that no tulip, Polynesian chestnut or swamp taro was grown. Ton is said to 
flower, but not to fruit. A useful compilation of terms for cultivated or common useful plants is given by Nevermann 
(1934, 40-42).  
 
Kava used to be grown and used on Lou Island (Parkinson 1907; Lebot et al. 1992; Ambrose 1991b). Tobacco 
apparently was not known prior to the end of the 19th Century anywhere in Manus, but was widely used by 1908 
(Nevermann 1934, 220). In 1947, it was said the whole island followed the SDA religion, with the consequence that pig 
and possums were no longer eaten, and tobacco and betel no longer used. Currently, all pigs are said to have been 
killed, with the result that no gardens are fenced. 
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Notes continued 
Both copra and cocoa used to be produced, but production seems to have ended around 1986-87. Since then, there has 
been an increasing focus on growing vegetables, in particular peanuts, for marketing at Lorengau (Inaoka et al. in 
press). A small local market is held at Solang village on Fridays. There are some experimental plantings of vanilla. As 
elsewhere in Manus, it is likely that remittances are the major source of income.  
Prehistorically, Lou was a significant source of obsidian for tools and weapons throughout Manus and to locations as 
far away as Mussau Island in the New Ireland Province (Kirch 1990, 123-4), and Vanuatu (Ambrose 1991a, 104). 
Historically, there was significant trade and exchange between the Manus speaking population of Mouk Island (System 
1603) and Lou islanders: in the 1940s, Lou provided such items as obsidian tools and weapons, and fishing nets; while 
Mouk supplied Lou with fish, other marine produce, and coconut oil (Allied Geographical Section 1943, 31; Conroy 
1947). In terms of food, the main imports to Lou were sago and fish. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
37 families from 3 villages were asked in May 1983 what they had eaten the previous day. 92 per cent reported eating 
cassava, 92 per cent coconut, 84 per cent sweet potato, 24 per cent banana, 14 per cent sago, 5 per cent Chinese taro, 3 
per cent yam and none taro. 35 per cent reported eating rice. 41 per cent reported eating fresh fish. This is similar to the 
crop pattern. The sago is imported from other islands. 
 
Main References 
None. 
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System Summary 
Located on small islands off both the north coast (Harengan, Awe, Sori, Ponam, Andra, A'hus, Onneta, Pityluh, Hawai 
and N'drillou), and south coast (M'buke, Johnston, N'drova, Tilianu) of Manus Island; and villages at restricted 
locations on the south coast (Timoenai, Pere and the Titan population of M'bunai), and at Mouk and Mouklen villages 
on Baluan and Rambutyo Islands respectively. Livelihoods in this system are based primarily on fishing and trading, 
with minimal agriculture. Currently, fish, with purchased rice and sago, are the main foods. Most communities do not 
make significant food gardens. Small household gardens, and plantings of fruit and nut trees, are made where there is 
access to some land. Coconut is an important crop; other crops are sweet potato, cassava and banana. Fish and other 
products are sold, and, in some cases bartered or exchanged, at a range of markets, at which sago and other garden 
foods are purchased. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-20 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT None 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Coconut 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Sweet potato 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Pumpkin tips, Bean (snake) 
FRUITS Malay apple, Pawpaw, Sugarcane, Ton, Watermelon, Golden apple, Parartocarpus, 
Mon 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Pao, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland) 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE None 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD Not significant 
CROPPING PERIOD None 
R VALUE 0 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION None 
CROP SEGREGATION None 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS Minor 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Fish Very significant 
2  Coconuts Significant 
3  Coconut oil Minor 
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION None 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS None 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
PROVINCE 16 Manus AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM No.  3 Subsystem No. 1 of 1 
 
 Districts 1 Manus Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  9 
 Population  2,978 Population density 331 persons/sq km Population absent  44 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July and August 1995, by dinghy to islands to the southeast of Manus Island, with visits at the villages of Mouk 
(Baluan Island), Tilianu (San Miguel Islands), Mouklen (Rambutyo Island) (half day, meetings and interviews); by 
dinghy to the villages of A'hus and Harengan on islands off the north coast of Manus (half day, meetings); by dinghy to 
the villages of Bundrahei, Pelipowai and Lawes on the south coast of Manus (one and a half days, meetings and garden 
visits). Other villages or settlements on the south coast of Manus (Timoenai, Locha, Pere, M'bunai), and on islands off 
the south coast (Johnston, M'buke, Tawi) were not visited, but information was obtained from interviews and 
discussions at Bundrahei, Pelipowai and Lawes, and from written sources. 
 
Boundary definition 
Due to the lack of agriculture, boundary definition for this system was not problematic, since most villages assigned to 
this system are located either on very small islands, or at restricted coastal sites without access to significant land 
resources. Assignment of islands or villages was made following extensive surveys to most island groups, 
circumnavigation of Manus Island, and from information obtained from interviews and written sources. 
 
Notes 
This system contrasts sharply with all other Manus systems since fishing is the main activity, and, varying by location, 
there is either a total or relative lack of agriculture. 
 
The communities living in this system were historically sea-going people with little or no agriculture, whose way of life 
was based on fishing and trading (Nevermann 1934, 169; Mead 1930; Allied Geographical Section 1943, 26-27, 31-
32). In the late 19th Century, Parkinson (1907) related meeting Manus canoes as far as the Schouten Islands off the East 
Sepik coast, and on New Hanover Island in New Ireland Province. Most travel, however, was over shorter distances 
within Manus waters. The communities assigned to this system include primarily those known as Titan or 'true' Manus 
(for example, at Pere, M'buke villages etc), but also some known as Matankor (for example, from some of the islands 
off the north coast of Manus). While some villages are entirely without land for food gardens (for example, Ponam on 
the north coast, Pere on the south coast), others have access to small areas (for instance, A'hus, Sori and Harengan on 
the north coast, M'buke on the south). During the colonial period, the resource base of some islands was further 
diminished, first by the alienation of land for plantations under German rule (Allied Geographical Section 1943, 28-30), 
and secondly, during World War II, by airstrip construction and poisoning: i.e. Ponam airstrip which destroyed a small 
coconut plantation (Carrier 1981a, 239). Since the 1960s, however, most plantations have either been purchased back 
by village communities, or leased from the government. Some communities, which previously lacked land, have 
acquired some. 
 
Significant agriculture has not been part of people's livelihoods, since at least the first written records. At most, there 
were only small plantings of taro, as well as some fruit and nut tree crops. For instance, in 1875, Moseley (1877, 80-
82), visiting the northwest corner of Manus Island and some of the small offshore islands, saw taro cultivated in small 
enclosures round the houses on one island. He saw no yam or sweet potato and noted a few bananas, breadfruit trees, a 
wild mango and a number of other fruits, sugarcane, betel nut and betel pepper. By 1900, Nevermann (1934, 170) also 
noted that there were small taro gardens on some of the small offshore islands such as Sori and Harengan (and also on 
Pak in System 1604), but that these were insufficient to meet people's needs. Minor amounts of yam were also reported 
from islands such as Pityluh (Cayley-Webster 1898, 309 ; Nevermann 1934, 171). Sweet potato was reported from 
Pityluh as early as 1897 (Cayley-Webster 1898, 309), and during the first decade of the 20th century (Nevermann 1934, 
172). In general, there has been no expansion of agriculture since then, though after World War II, there was a major 
attempt, led by Paliau, to re-organise the previous social and ecological basis of settlement, society and trade (Schwartz 
1962; Schwartz 1963; Gustafsson 1992), which was intended to persuade people from the system to take up agriculture. 
 
In particular, Paliau sought to persuade the inland people in Systems 1604 and 1605 to move to the coast to live 
together in the same villages with the Titan people in this system. Both communities were then supposed to learn each 
other's production techniques. While the initial movement and resettlement took place, the two communities remained 
living apart, and eventually the inland people returned to their original homes (Gustafsson 1992, 256). Mead's 1953 re-
study of Pere village took place at a time when Paliau's 'New Way' was still vigorously in force, though there were 
already significant tensions in the trade system (Mead 1966, 292-296). 
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Notes continued 
In the past, livelihoods were based on fishing and trading. Fish, other marine products (crab, lobster, shellfish, octopus), 
lime, string bags and women's skirts made from vegetable fibre (Conroy 1947, 30) were bartered or sold at markets on 
the mainland of Manus, and other locations. These were exchanged for sago, a wide range of other vegetable foods, 
betel nut and pepper, tobacco and clay pots. In recent years, barter has been largely replaced by sales for currency. 
Further, purchases of imported rice have become increasingly important, to the point where rice has probably overtaken 
sago as the main starch food. Further, biscuits and flour are also consumed frequently. 
  
Writing of the trade between inland and coastal people, Akimichi and Sakiyama (1991, 23) report that in the past 
exchange rates between fish and sago or vegetable foods were defined in relation to the kind, and size, of fish.  
 
In the case of Mouk Island near Baluan, islanders used to obtain coconuts from communities on Rambutyo Island (in 
the past, in exchange for fish) which they then processed into coconut oil for trading both locally and as far as the south 
coast of Manus (Mead 1930; Conroy 1947, 4). Recently, Mouk people obtained most of their starch from sago which 
they acquired by barter for fish, turtle, and coconut oil at Loi, a market place on the south coast of Manus (Otto 1991, 
214). They also visited Lorengau market to sell and buy with money. They had direct exchange relationships with their 
neighbours on Baluan Island, and occasionally attended small village markets to buy vegetables and fruit. In 1995, 
people said that sago and rice were their main foods, with sago still more important than rice. This may underestimate 
the importance of rice. 
  
Fruit and nut tree crops are important throughout the system. Although coconut is typically an important crop, in some 
locations it is less important. In 1992, Ponam and A'hus Islands were visited as part of a survey of atolls: coconut, 
breadfruit, citrus and Malay apple were the most prevalent (Woruba and Humphrey 1993). Other fruit trees not listed 
recorded in 1995 include lemon and Governor's plum. On Andra Island in 1986-87, islanders were unable to produce 
all they needed, and purchased from the mainland coconut, bukabuk, 3 species of Syzygium, breadfruit and Java 
almond (McEldowney 1995, 35ff). Even on unoccupied islands such as the Purdey Islands, to the south of Manus, 
pawpaw was seen growing as early as the 1880s (Nevermann 1934, 176). A useful compilation of terms for cultivated 
or common useful plants is given by Nevermann (1934, 40-42). 
 
Tobacco apparently was not known prior to the end of the 19th century anywhere in Manus, but was widely known by 
1908 (Nevermann 1934, 220). 
 
There are several substantial accounts of the main activity of people, fishing: for instance, Carrier (1982; 1988) for 
Ponam Island, and McEldowney (1995) for Andra Island. Fish terms in a variety of Manus languages are listed in 
Akimichi and Sakiyama (1991). 
 
Considerable areas of land were alienated for plantations during the colonial period. German plantations on some of the 
north coast islands utilised the existing exchange of ecological products and fed their labourers by buying sago from the 
mainland (Sack and Clark 1980, 67). While some plantations have been purchased back by village landowners 
(M'buke, Lengendrowa), others (for instance, Hawai, N'drillou, Koronat and Salamei in and around Seeadler Harbour) 
are still government-owned lands which are leased to villagers (Otto 1990, 26). M'buke plantation was bought back in 
1961, studied for one month in 1963 (Crocombe 1965) when it was producing 65 tons annually, and again in 1968-69 
(McGregor 1971); by the late 1970s, it had apparently ceased to function (Walter 1981, 7-12; Gustafsson 1992). 
Lengendrowa plantation on Rambutyo was bought in 1964, with 269 people moving from Mouk Island off Baluan 
(McGregor 1971). Initial cooperative success was followed by financial collapse, and the plantation was later divided 
into blocks (Walter 1981, 20-22). 
 
During the 1960s, cash income sources varied by location but included plantation work, smallholder copra production 
and sales of trochus, pearlshell, fish, canoes and pottery (Crocombe 1965, 27). Between 1975 and 1980 (with the final 
cheque paid only in 1988), bait fish royalties were paid to communities surrounding Seeadler Harbour such as Hawai 
and N'drillou (Otto 1990). For the last 10-15 years, remittances have almost certainly been the most important source of 
income.  
 
Markets are still the major means by which most locally produced foods are transferred and acquired. For instance, in 
1990 on the south coast there was a market at some coastal village nearly every day of the week, and the Titan-speakers 
(or Manus), travelled to these markets regularly to sell their fish (as well as clams, turtles, and coconut oil), and buy 
sago and vegetables (Gustafsson 1992, 187). Occasionally, when people in System 1604 or 1605 have large  
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Notes continued 
surplus quantities of sago, vegetables or betel nut, they travelled directly to islands such as M'buke to sell them 
(Gustaffson 1992, 189).  
 
The significance of cash incomes is demonstrated by major investment in very impressive housing at many settlements. 
This began in the 1970s with corrugated iron roofing and sheet metal walling (Walter 1981, 7; Gustafsson 1992, 176), 
and was followed in the late 1980s and 1990s with louver windows and cladding walls. Much of this  
investment was paid for by remittances from relatives employed elsewhere (Walter 1981, 8). Similarly, incomes have 
led to nutritional change, though fish, other marine produce, and sago have remained central to diets. In 1968, Heath 
and Carter (1971, 62) described sago, coconut and fish as the staples at Pere village. In 1980, a study of dietary intake 
(by recall) of children at the Pere school showed that rice and sago were the main staples; with tinned meat or fish very 
commonly eaten and fresh fish sold for cash (Shoup 1987, 63-670). Food such as pineapple, pawpaw, banana, 
pumpkin, sweet potato and greens were reported eaten twice daily. By 1980, changes in diet, and/or activity, over the 
previous 30 years at Pere village were associated with a general increase in adult fatness (Shoup 1987, 120ff). In 1990, 
at M'buke, fish and sago were still the staples, but flour, bread and rice were increasingly important (Gustafsson 1992, 
185). All kinds of food are prepared with coconut milk or fried with coconut oil. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
66 families from 3 villages were asked in November 1982 or May 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 95 per 
cent reported eating coconut, 80 per cent sago, 29 per cent sweet potato, 17 per cent cassava, 9 per cent banana, 9 per 
cent taro, 3 per cent yam and none Chinese taro. 92 per cent reported eating rice. 76 per cent reported eating fresh fish. 
Most food, except for the fish and coconuts, is acquired by purchase or barter. 
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System Summary 
Located on Rambutyo, Tong, Pak and Los Negros Islands to the east and southeast of Manus Island, and on the eastern 
half of Manus Island, to the east of Derimbat village. Sago is the most important food, with agriculture of secondary, 
but variable, importance. Gardens are usually made in tall woody regrowth, more than 15 years old, which is cut, dried 
and burnt. Occasionally, the cut vegetation is left unburnt as mulch, into which taro, and sometimes sweet potato or 
cassava, is planted. There is also some use of shorter fallows. Important crops are sweet potato, cassava and coconut; 
other crops are banana, yam (D. esculenta), Chinese taro, taro and swamp taro. There are commonly two plantings 
before fallow. Sweet potato and cassava are planted in separate garden sections. Small mounds are used for planting 
sweet potato. Fruit and nut tree crops are important. Significant amounts of food, especially sago, are sold to fishing 
people in System 1603. Fish is an important food for people living on or near the coast. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-400 Slope Multiple classes 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sago 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Coconut, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sago, Swamp taro, Sweet potato, Taro 
(Colocasia), Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin 
tips, Bean (snake), Taro leaves 
FRUITS Coastal pandanus, Malay apple, Mango, Pawpaw, Pineapple, Sugarcane, Ton, 
Golden apple 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Okari, Pao, Polynesian chestnut 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 2 plantings 
R VALUE 9 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Betel nut Significant 
2  Coconuts Significant 
3  Fresh food Significant 
4  Cocoa Minor 
5  Marine produce Minor 
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING Minor 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 1 Manus Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  659 
 Population  9,066 Population density 14 persons/sq km Population absent  29 % 
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Survey description 
In July 1995, by dinghy from Lorengau to Rambutyo and Pak Islands, with meetings and garden visits at Paniselu and 
Liuliu villages on Rambutyo Island, and at Mokarah village on Pak Island (one and a half days); by dinghy westwards 
along the north coast of Manus Island to Powat No. 1 village, inland up the Maraman River, and to Derembat village 
(three quarters of a day). In July 1995, by dinghy along the south coast of Manus Island from Pelipowai to Lawes 
villages (one day, meetings and garden visits). In August 1995, by road from Lorengau to Lundret village (one day, 
meeting and garden visits); by dinghy from Lorengau to Sapon No. 1 village (half day, meeting and garden visits); and 
by road from Lorengau to Papitalai village (half day, meeting and garden visits). 
 
Boundary definition 
Rambutyo, Tong, Pak and Los Negros Islands were assigned to this system after visits to all except Tong Island. On the 
main island of Manus, the northwestern and southwestern boundaries with System 1605 were determined during 
traverses of the north and south coasts respectively, and joined by extrapolation. The extrapolation should be 
considered provisional. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from Systems 1601 and 1602 on islands to the southwest and east of Rambutyo Island 
because there sago is absent as a crop; root crop cultivation (sweet potato and cassava in System 1602, and sweet potato 
and yam (D. esculenta) in System 1601), is much more significant; and there are more plantings before fallow. This 
system contrasts sharply with System 1603, to which the inhabitants of Mouklen village on Rambutyo Island, as well as 
people on other small islands to the north of Manus and in villages on the southern coast, are assigned, where there is 
no or very little agriculture. On Manus Island, it is distinguished from System 1605 to the west, where root crop 
cultivation is minimal and there is greater use of sago.  
 
Saunders' (1993) map of land use (which is the basis of the areas of agricultural systems defined here) shows 
approximately only 16 per cent of Manus as forested and thus not used for agriculture. In contrast, Freyne and Bell 
(1982, 28 and Map 2, Vegetation Types) defined 48 per cent of the main island of Manus as under forest without 
agriculture. The difference is assumed to be primarily due to scale: Saunders (1993) mapped at a scale of 1:500,000, 
using the Skaipiksa air photography of 1:120,000, while Freyne and Bell (1982, 28, and Map 2, Vegetation Types) 
mapped at 1:100,000 using CAJ air photography at 1:30,000. 
 
Recent prehistoric evidence from Pamwak rockshelter has suggested human occupation of the area beginning about 
20,000 years ago; by 11,000 years, there are signs indicating the use of galip nuts and possibly bandicoot for food 
(Fredericksen et al. 1993, 149). There are no dates for the establishment of agriculture. According to Rooney (1982, 
275), aerial photography in 1979 showed several areas of apparent terracing under light tree cover, which seemed 
similar to taro terraces in Vanuatu. However, he reported no current statements by villagers concerning them, and they 
were not noted during the current survey. It is possible that population densities at the beginning of the colonial period 
in the 19th Century were higher than those in recent years. In 1912, for instance, a major dysentery epidemic occurred 
and 'It is assumed that more than 1,200 natives died ...' (Sack and Clark 1979, 360).  
 
The system has been defined to include not only the coastal fringe and inland part of the eastern half of Manus Island, 
but also smaller islands offshore of Manus. Thus it includes inland people - customarily described as agricultural - and 
people known as Matankor - customarily described as practising both agriculture and fishing (for instance, the 
communities of Mokereng and Chopon on Los Negros Island, Otto 1990, 27). In Parkinson's (1907) early account of 
regional differences in Manus, he noted agriculture as well as fishing on both Rambutyo Island (banana/yam), and Pak 
Island (agriculture, with a concentration on coconut oil production - as also on Tong Island). Nevermann (1934, 169) 
noted there was a range in the importance of gardening, from places where there was barely enough for subsistence, to 
inland Manus where enough taro was produced both for subsistence and for trade to the coastal people.  
 
The relative importance of sago and root crop cultivation (previously taro, today sweet potato and cassava more 
important than taro) varied both through time, and by location. In 1913, according to a German report, sago was the 
staple on the main island of Manus, with 'root crops grown only to a very limited extent' (Sack and Clark 1980, 65-66, 
187), but this probably downplayed the role of root crops inland. In the 1930s, Clements (1936, 618) described taro, 
sago and fishing as the three major subsistence bases for the main island of Manus and some of its nearest offshore 
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Notes continued 
islands to the north. He mapped the then distribution of villages by subsistence type, with taro based villages in inland 
eastern Manus, which probably underestimated the role of sago. According to Pokanas (1982, 168), taro and sago were  
the two major foods, with taro more important inland. A brief early description of taro cultivation was given by 
Nevermann (1934, 169-171): taro was usually grown in dry soils but also occasionally in swampy soils near sago. 
According to Rooney (1982), taro and sago were the two main foods in inland Manus during the 19th Century. As 
recently as 1980, it was possible for him to record details of some 80 varieties of taro. Prior to the onset of taro blight in 
1975, clearing consisted of an initial clearing of small saplings and undergrowth by women, followed by the men 
felling the trees (see also Pokanas 1982 describing practices at Bulihan village). There was no burning and branches 
and other vegetation were then spread over the ground as a continuous mulch. Taro setts were planted by dibbling 
through this mulch. 
 
At the beginning of the 20th Century, sago was not usually planted but occasionally stands appear to have been planted, 
as at Ketye on south east of Manus (Nevermann 1934, 174). In inland Manus in 1947, Conroy (1947, 10) reported that 
care was taken to grow sago 'everywhere where any type of watercourse passes through a man's garden land...I...saw it 
growing amongst coconuts in small drains from village areas on a ridge top in several places.' (Conroy 1947, 10). While 
inland people customarily ate sago mixed with coconut meat, coastal people impregnated sago with coconut oil. On 
Rambutyo Island in 1981, there were large sago swamps behind the coastal mangrove forest and further inland, which 
were reported by villagers to have been ancestral plantings but were currently self-reproducing (Kerenga and Croft 
1984/85, 45). On slopes and ridges between 100-200 m there were monospecific stands of similar sized (and thus 
apparently similar aged) Calophyllum euryphyllum trees (Kerenga and Croft 1984/85, 46). 
 
There was little sweet potato (it was less common than yam) at the beginning of the 20th Century, and banana was 
unimportant (Nevermann 1934, 171). There was generally very little sweet potato in inland Manus, but it was recorded 
at Pak, and most importantly at a northern inland location called Doktau. In 1897, Cayley-Webster (1898, 302-5) 
briefly visited Pak and was given large quantities of sweet potato and another root crop 'the name of which I forgot'.  
 
In 1947, Conroy (1947, 9) reported the use of floodplain gardens on rich brown silt soils along the lower reaches of the 
Wari and Lauis Rivers. These gardens were cultivated for 'year after year', with people recognising that this was made 
possible by periodical flooding. In contrast to the main taro gardens on sloping ground, these gardens also contained 
larger quantities of sweet potato, cassava, corn, sugarcane and banana. Conroy reported that yam (D. esculenta and 
probably D. alata), sweet potato, and cassava were all grown in small quantities. They were never interplanted with 
taro, but instead were usually segregated into small patches. More of these crops were grown along the rivers, and more 
in System 1604 on Los Negros Island (Conroy 1947, 11). These floodplain gardens were not seen in 1995. Banana was 
a significant food only in a few villages near Rossun, where a variety said to have been introduced from Namatanai in 
New Ireland was grown. In 1989, in the course of collecting banana germplasm, Sharrock (1989) noted that many of 
the banana cultivars grown had been imported from elsewhere in Papua New Guinea. However, several Fe'i 
(Australimusa) cultivars not seen elsewhere were collected. Triploids were generally planted around houses.  
 
Following World War II, there was a major attempt, led by Paliau, to re-organise the previous social and ecological 
basis of settlement, society and trade (Schwartz 1962; Schwartz 1963; Gustafsson 1992). In particular, Paliau sought to 
persuade the inland people resident in this system to move to the coast to live together in the same villages with the 
Titan coastal people (in System 1603). Both communities were then supposed to learn each other's production modes. 
While the initial movement and resettlement took place, the two communities remained living apart, and eventually the 
inland people returned to their original homes (Gustafsson 1992, 256). Rooney (1982, 275) suggested that inland 
Manus underwent significant agricultural change as a result of Paliau's re-organisation. This involved, Rooney 
suggested, the greater use of sago for food, and reduced the amount of gardening, thus allowing previous fallow areas 
to remain unused. Later, these areas came to be dominated by non-preferred, longer-lived tree species. In this 
connection, it may be noted that Pokanas (1982) referred to the use of a tree known as 'pakpak' (Pometia pinnata) to 
maintain soil fertility at Bulihan village. The branches of this tree are cut and then spread as mulch across a garden. 
However, between 1965 and 1975, there was a revival of taro gardening, with taro established as the main staple in 
inland areas in 1974, and only a small amount of sweet potato produced primarily for sale (Rooney 1982, 275-6). In 
late 1974-1975, however, taro blight struck, and by the end of 1976, had spread through most of mainland Manus. 
Informants at the time were adamant that the disease was new to the island. People responded to the loss of taro by  
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Notes continued 
initially increasing sago production (Rooney 1982, 277), and then in 1976 by expanding sweet potato production. 
Sweet potato gardens, however, were made by burning the cleared vegetation, in contrast to the previous avoidance of 
burning for taro gardens. Usually a second crop of cassava was planted following the first crop of sweet potato. 
However, from 1975 on, there was an increasing tendency to plant cassava as the first crop, without burning the cut 
vegetation. Chinese taro had not been adopted widely by 1980.  
 
A DPI survey of land and soil resources on Manus in 1980 reported that the soils of the main island were 
'...characterised by highly weathered, deep, acid soils of low fertility status, particularly exchangeable calcium and 
available phosphorous...' (Freyne and Bell 1982, 45). Sweet potato and cassava were reported as the main staples in 
inland Manus in 1980, having replaced taro since the onset of taro blight in 1975 (Freyne and Bell 1982, 51). Little  
taro was being planted in 1980. Minor crops included banana, yam, aibika and cucurbits, with smallscale planting of 
sago in creeks and poorly drained valleys. Most gardens were on slopes, with ridgetops and valley bottoms both 
avoided. Fallow periods were typically more than 15 years, with cleared vegetation burnt after a month or so. There 
was no mention of planting without burning. Sweet potato was planted in small mounds, with cassava planted initially 
only at the edges of gardens. Commonly, there was only a single planting before fallow, though cassava might be 
planted twice. Freyne and Bell (1982, 29) also noted that sago had increased in importance as a staple throughout the 
main island of Manus in recent years, since crops such as sweet potato and cassava had been subject to disease.  
 
In 1993, Los Negros Island was visited as part of a wider survey of atoll islands (Woruba and Humphrey 1993), and a 
brief account given of crops and non-food tree species. Coconut is everywhere important (Conroy 1947, 10). There is 
both seeded and seedless breadfruit. Unique to Papua New Guinea, though also reported from Irian Jaya, is the 
occurrence of the very large galip (both in terms of the size of the tree and the nut), Canarium decumanum (Yen 1996, 
38-39). Unspecific Canarium remains were found at Pamwak rock shelter and dated to 11 000-12 000 years ago 
(Fredericksen et al. 1993). In 1995, two types of ton were reported: one with a particularly large fruit on Pak Island, 
similar to that on Baluan Island (System 1601); and a smaller one elsewhere. During the survey, there was ripe fruit on 
Pak, but in inland Manus it was said that the smaller variety had not been fruiting in recent years. A useful early 
compilation of terms for cultivated or common useful plants was given by Nevermann (1934, 40-42). Tobacco was not 
known prior to the end of the 19th century anywhere in Manus (for instance, Cayley-Webster 1898, 302) but was 
widely known by 1908 (Nevermann 1934, 220). Betel nut was used everywhere. By 1989, DPI was recommending that 
farmers try interplanting betel nut as a shade tree with cocoa (Kareng 1989). 
 
This system includes the Ndrolowa Wildlife Management Area just south of Lorengau (Eaton 1986, 51-52). 
  
Cash income sources have changed over the last 100 years. In the German colonial period, sources of income included 
labour, sales of sago, and sales of shell for export (Sack and Clark 1979, 247). Sago was made for trade to the small 
north coast islands, located in System 1603, to feed labourers on plantations (Sack and Clark 1980, 67). Several 
plantations, largely producing copra, were established; in the 1960s and 1970s, most were purchased back by village 
groups. For instance, Pakama plantation, with 250 of 302 ha under coconut, was spread over several islands at the north 
of Rambutyo Island (Walter 1981, 12-14). The plantation was purchased from its expatriate owner by the Government 
in 1973, and then sold to a village co-operative in 1974. Production had ceased by the late 1970s. On Pak Island, Pak 
Damoi plantation was purchased by four villages in 1971, and the loan paid off in two years (Walter 1981, 14-20). In 
1979, the plantation was worked by division into blocks, each allotted to an extended family or lineage group.  
 
Rubber was planted by members of some villages (e.g. Bundrou, Derimbat, Bulihan, Lundret, Maleh and Rossun) in the 
1960s, with sales beginning in the 1970s (Darku 1978, 156). Although production continued until 1990, buying by DPI 
collapsed in 1991 (Agricultural Development Services 1992, 53-55, Appendix 1 p.14). 
 
Between 1975 and 1980 (with the final cheque paid only in 1988), communities such as Mokereng and Chopon around 
Seeadler Harbour, and Tingou, Rossun and Peheu inland, received bait fish royalties (Otto 1990).  
 
In 1995, copra, and sales of betel nut, betel pepper and fresh food, were the most important sources of income from 
local production, though their relative significance varied in different places. As elsewhere in Manus, remittances were 
probably the single most important source. Minor sources included cocoa and the sale of marine products such as  
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bêche-de-mer and shell. On the north coast of Manus Island, both banks of the Maraman River for many kilometres 
have been newly planted with betel nut. The plantings are distinguished by 'lined' rows, said to be a new practice, and, 
where the ground is swampy or liable to flooding, drains have been dug running back to the river banks. The river 
banks are regularly covered by fresh silt. There is some interplanting of cocoa and betel nut. In this area, sago is now 
the main food and much is sold both at Lorengau market, and to the Ponam and Andra Islanders from System 1603. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
327 families from 31 villages were asked in October, November or December 1982 what they had eaten the previous 
day. 90 per cent reported eating coconut, 76 per cent sago, 20 per cent cassava, 19 per cent sweet potato, 14 per cent 
banana, 10 per cent taro, 2 per cent Chinese taro and 1 per cent yam. 63 per cent reported eating rice. 56 per cent 
reported eating fresh fish. This is similar to the crop pattern. 
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System Summary 
Located in the western half of Manus Island, and the very small offshore islands of Kali and Nihon. Sago is the most 
important crop, with agriculture generally of little importance. Only some households make gardens. Small gardens are 
made in tall woody regrowth, more than 15 years old. The fallow vegetation is cut and either dried and burnt, or left as 
mulch and not burnt. Coconut is an important crop; other crops are banana, cassava, sweet potato, swamp taro and taro. 
Crops such as sweet potato and cassava are planted in separate garden sections, with typically only one planting before 
fallow. Small amounts of swamp taro are planted in separate garden sites which produce for several years. Fruit and nut 
tree crops are important. Significant amounts of food, especially sago, are sold to fishing people in System 1603. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-600 Slope Multiple classes 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sago 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Coconut 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Coconut, Sago, Swamp taro, Sweet potato, Taro (Colocasia) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Corn, Ferns, Kumu musong, Lowland pitpit, Pumpkin 
tips, Tulip, Taro leaves, Chilli leaves 
FRUITS Bukabuk, Coastal pandanus, Malay apple, Mango, Golden apple, Guava, Lime, 
Mon 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Okari, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland), Tobacco 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Tall woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD >15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 1 planting 
R VALUE 5 (very low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES None 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD Minor 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Betel nut Significant 
2  Fresh food Significant 
3  Coconut oil Minor 
4  Pigs Minor 
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Minor 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING Minor 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Minor 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 1 Manus Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  998 
 Population  4,128 Population density 4 persons/sq km Population absent  25 % 
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Survey description 
In July 1995, by dinghy along the north coast of Manus Island from Derembat village via N'dromalmal station to Tulu 
No. 1 village (one third day, meeting and garden visits); by dinghy along the north, west and south coasts of Manus to 
Nyada, Kali, Bundrahei and Pelipowai villages (one and a half days; meetings in all villages and garden visits at 
Pelipowai). 
 
Boundary definition 
The northeastern and southeastern boundaries with System 1604 were determined during traverses of the north and 
south coasts of Manus Island, and extrapolated across the island. The extrapolation should be regarded as provisional. 
Bipi and Sisi Islands were assigned to a separate system (System 1606) after a visit to Bipi. 
 
Notes 
This system contrasts sharply with System 1603, to which some of the small islands off the north coast of Manus Island 
are assigned, where fishing is the main activity and there is very little or no agriculture, and no sago. It is distinguished 
from System 1604 in the east of Manus Island, where there is greater use of root crop cultivation of sweet potato and 
cassava, and two plantings before fallow. It is also distinguished from System 1606 on the Bipi Islands to the west, 
where sago is also accompanied by greater use of root crop cultivation.  
 
There are puzzling features of land use in this system: in particular, the proportion of secondary forest to unused forest; 
the age and species composition of the forest; and the current coastal focus of settlement and land use. Saunders' (1993) 
map of land use (which is the basis of the areas of agricultural systems defined here) shows approximately only 16 per 
cent of Manus as forested, and thus not used for agriculture. In contrast, Freyne and Bell (1982, 28 and Map 2, 
Vegetation Types) defined 48 per cent of the main island of Manus as under forest without agriculture. The difference 
appears to be primarily due to scale: Saunders (1993) mapped at a scale of 1:500,000, using the Skaipiksa air 
photography of 1:120,000, while Freyne and Bell (1982, 28, and Map 2, Vegetation Types) mapped at 1:100,000 using 
CAJ air photography at 1:30,000. Contrary to Saunders' classification, there is no evidence for recent inland human 
settlement in this area (Kennedy et al. 1991, 115). Unlike eastern Manus, all current villages in western Manus are 
coastal and there are no small temporary inland hamlets or homesteads. This contrast has held since at least World War 
II, on the evidence of air photos (Kennedy et al. 1991, 115). Kennedy's archaeological survey of the area west of 
Bundrahei village found over 100 inland sites located largely on ridges, suggesting that, in the past, settlement in 
southwest Manus resembled that found today in the east (Kennedy et al. 1991; Wadra 1991). However, most sites 
appear not to have been occupied in the past 200 years (Kennedy 1992, 173). Kennedy suggested that there may be a 
link between the lack of inland western settlement and the apparent composition and structure of the current forest 
cover, which consists of almost pure stands of apparently mature Calophyllum euryphyllum, without saplings (Kennedy 
et al. 1991, 116; Kerenga and Croft 1984/85, 48; see also Freyne and Bell 1982, 28-36 for forest composition). Kerenga 
and Croft (1984/85, 48) described the occurrence of the Calophyllum stands as 'a major unanswered question ... given 
that the trend in lowland rainforests is one of great diversity ...'. If future work should change the classification of 
secondary forest in inland western Manus, this would mean a smaller land area for the system, and a higher population 
density. 
 
The main features of the system appear to be longstanding. As early as 1875, when Moseley (1877, 80-82) visited the 
northwest corner of the Manus Island and some of the small offshore islands in that vicinity, he saw no trace of any 
major gardens. Although his visit was limited to the coastal zone, this suggests that the land use pattern of the past 60 or 
so years, may be at least 120 years old. In 1932-34, Clements (1936, 618) mapped all the villages in the western half of 
Manus Island as based on a sago staple. In 1980, Freyne and Bell (1982, 29) noted that recently sago had increased in 
importance throughout the main island of Manus as a staple, since crops such as sweet potato and cassava had been 
subject to disease. In 1982, sago, obtained from the foreshores of Kali Bay, was described as the main diet of people 
living on the islands of Nihon and Kali (Croyden 1983, 67). He was told that gardens could only be established on the 
mainland with difficulty due to pig damage. In 1989, O'Collins and Lamothe (1989, 5) described sago as the major 
staple for the southwest of Manus Island, with very little garden production. Commonly, most households only had 
small patches of vegetable garden, and some fruit trees.  
 
In 1995, in all locations visited, sago was everywhere the main staple, with little or no gardening. At Tulu No. 1 village, 
on the north coast, only a minority of households were said to have gardens, and those seen were small,  
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Notes continued 
containing only a few sweet potato and cassava plants. In the past, taro gardens were said to have been made on sloping 
ridge sites, but now all gardens were made on river banks. At Nyada village, there were said to be no gardens,  
with the exception of long-lived plantings of swamp taro in moist sites. Other staples not listed included very small 
amounts of two yams (D. esculenta and D. alata). Other vegetables not listed included snake beans, cucumber and 
kangkong. Other fruit and nut trees reported include Parartocarpus, Corynocarpus and Polynesian chestnut. Also grown 
in small quantities were such crops as sugarcane, pineapple, pawpaw, watermelon and marita pandanus. The breadfruit 
variety is seeded (O'Collins and Lamothe 1989). In 1987, villagers said that fruit trees such as breadfruit and laulau 
were damaged by the flying fox (Pteropus neohibernicus) (Kula et al. 1987, 14). Although not known in the 19th 
Century (Moseley 1877), small amounts of tobacco were grown in 1995. 
 
In the past, copra was a major income source, but from about 1985 production declined and in many places ceased. In 
1989, little was being produced, at least in the far southwest of Manus Island (O'Collins and Lamothe 1989, 5). In 1995, 
there appeared to be no production west of Tulu village on the north coast, with the main reasons said to be the low 
prices, the cost of transport and the age of coconut trees. Coconut oil, however, was still made and sold by some. 
During the early 1980s, there were small amounts of both cocoa and rubber planted, but none was produced or sold by 
1995. Since 1988 there has been logging in the West Coast Timber Rights Purchase Area, and since 1989, in a Local 
Forest Agreement area. The advent of logging resulted in immediate and substantial changes to local incomes in the 
form of both wages and royalties (O'Collins and Lamothe 1989, 5). After 1989, it is likely that purchased rice was 
second in importance after sago as a major food in areas receiving logging payments. In 1995 generally, sales of fresh 
food (including sago) and betel nut and pepper were important sources of income, and sales of pigs were a minor 
source. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
209 families from 12 villages were asked in October or November 1982 or February or March 1983 what they had 
eaten the previous day. 99 per cent reported eating sago, 85 per cent coconut, 7 per cent cassava, 6 per cent sweet 
potato, 4 per cent banana, 3 per cent taro, 1 per cent yam and none Chinese taro. 32 per cent reported eating rice. 79 per 
cent reported eating fresh fish. This is similar to the crop pattern. 
 
Main References 
None. 
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System Summary 
Located on Bipi, Sisi and Pahi Islands to the west of Manus Island. Sago starch, both produced locally and imported 
from the main island of Manus, is the most important food. Agriculture is also significant. Gardens are made in very 
short (less than 5 m tall) woody regrowth, less than 5 years old, which is cut, dried and burnt. Additional ash is applied 
by bringing dried coconut leaves to the garden site for burning. Some gardens are also made on land under old 
coconuts. Important crops are sweet potato, cassava, Chinese taro and coconut; other crops are banana, taro, swamp 
taro and yam (D. esculenta and D. alata). There are 3-5 plantings of sweet potato or cassava before fallow. Short 
fallows may intervene between plantings. Sweet potato is planted in small mounds, and there is some tillage with hoes 
between plantings. Chinese taro is usually grown in separate gardens from sweet potato and cassava. Swamp taro is 
grown in separate damp sites. Fishing is a very important activity both for trade and for consumption. Fruit and nut tree 
crops are important. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-5 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sago 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sweet potato 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sago, Sweet potato, Swamp taro, Taro 
(Colocasia), Yam (D. alata), Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Chinese cabbage, Ferns, Kumu musong, Pumpkin tips, 
Karakap, Chilli leaves 
FRUITS Bukabuk, Coastal pandanus, Malay apple, Mango, Golden apple, Guava, Lime, 
Mon 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Okari, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland) 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW Minor 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 1-4 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 3-5 plantings 
R VALUE 57 (medium) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Fish Significant 
2  Marine Produce Minor 
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Very significant 
TILLAGE Minor 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING None 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 1 Manus Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  4 
 Population  568 Population density 142 persons/sq km Population absent  43 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
In July 1995, by dinghy from Kali Island to Bipi Island (one third day, a meeting and garden visits). 
 
Boundary definition 
These islands were assigned to a separate system after a visit to Bipi, and after the western end of Manus Island 
(System 1605) had been surveyed. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from System 1605 on the neighbouring main island of Manus to the east, where there is 
less use of root crop cultivation and greater dependence on sago. It is also distinguished from System 1607 on the 
scattered islands further to the north and west, where generally sago is less important, root crop cultivation more 
significant, fallow periods longer and there are fewer plantings before fallow.  
 
In 1995, the main starch foods were said to be sago, followed by root crops, followed by purchased rice. While some of 
the sago was produced on Bipi Island itself, more was said to be traded from people in System 1605 on the western end 
of Manus Island. Although Mitton (1979, 33) reported that the interior freshwater swamp on Bipi Island was large 
enough to grow a significant amount of sago, statements in 1995 ranked its production as definitely less than imports, 
and this seems reasonable given the restricted area of the swamp. Small gardens are made on all three islands. In 1943, 
Bipi islanders were said to have scattered gardens on the southwest part of Manus Island (System 1605) and other 
islands, and to travel as far as the Kaniet Islands (System 1607) to fish (Allied Geographical Section 1943, 20-21). 
Neither of these statements was confirmed in 1995, though it was said that fishing was done on distant reefs. Mitton 
(1979, 33) also noted that Bipi islanders utilised special pits, presumably similar to those in System 1607, for growing 
(presumably) swamp taro. These were not seen during the 1995 survey, and people said that only a small amount of 
swamp taro was now grown.  
 
In 1982, Bipi was visited by Croyden (1983, 67), who considered that agriculture was under pressure, with taro yields 
decreasing. This was presumably before taro blight reached the island (Rooney 1982, 276). In 1995, taro was no longer 
an important food, but agriculture was clearly under pressure. Small gardens were made typically from fallows of very 
short (less than 5 m high) woody regrowth, and also from areas under old coconut trees and an undergrowth of ferns. In 
the case of the woody regrowth, the woody material was saved for firewood, and dried coconut fronds were carried into 
the garden area and burnt to provide more ash for the soil. (This practice was also seen on Mussau Island, System 1701, 
in New Ireland Province, Hide et al. 1996.) Cassava may be planted after one or more plantings of sweet potato. 
 
According to McEldowney (1995, 136), breadfruit starch is dried and stored.  
 
In the 1970s, wooden carvings were made for sale (Mitton 1979, 74). Currently, remittances are the major source of 
income. Over 30 outboard powered boats, for a population of some 600, indicate the importance of this source. Fishing 
is the main local source of income, with sales locally and to people in Systems 1603 and 1605. Other marine products, 
such as bêche-de-mer and trochus shell are an occasional minor source for some. Copra is no longer produced. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
61 families from 3 villages were asked in November 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 92 per cent reported 
eating sago, 89 per cent coconut, 41 per cent sweet potato, 38 per cent Chinese taro, 15 per cent taro, 7 per cent banana, 
7 per cent cassava and none yam. 49 per cent reported eating rice. 93 per cent reported eating fresh fish. This is similar 
to the crop pattern, except for the low consumption of cassava. 
 
Main References 
None. 
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System Summary 
Located on small islands and island groups to the far west of Manus, including Aua and Wuvulu Islands, and the 
Ninigo, Anchorite (Kaniet) and Hermit Islands. Typically, short woody regrowth, 10-15 years old, is cut, dried and 
burnt. Sweet potato is the most important crop; important crops are cassava, swamp taro, banana and coconut; other 
crops are taro, Chinese taro, sago, and yam (D. esculenta and D. alata). Two plantings are common before fallow. 
Sweet potato is planted in small mounds. On Wuvulu and Aua there is a special garden type. Swamp taro is grown in 
mulched pits dug in sunken gardens, which appear to be continuously cultivated. Fish is an important part of the diet. 
Extends across provincial border to System(s) None 
Altitude range (m) 0-10 Slope Flat (<2 degrees) 
 
CROPS 
STAPLES DOMINANT Sweet potato 
STAPLES SUBDOMINANT Banana, Cassava, Coconut, Swamp taro 
STAPLES PRESENT Banana, Cassava, Chinese taro, Coconut, Sago, Swamp taro, Sweet potato, Taro 
(Colocasia), Yam (D. alata), Yam (D. esculenta) 
OTHER VEGETABLES Aibika, Amaranthus spp., Chinese cabbage, Ferns, Kumu musong, Pumpkin tips, 
Karakap, Chilli leaves 
FRUITS Bukabuk, Coastal pandanus, Malay apple, Mango, Golden apple, Guava, Lime 
NUTS Breadfruit, Galip, Java almond, Okari, Pao 
NARCOTICS Betel nut (lowland), Betel pepper (lowland) 
 
FALLOW & CROPPING PERIOD 
FALLOW TYPE Short woody regrowth 
SHORT FALLOW None 
LONG FALLOW PERIOD 5-15 years 
CROPPING PERIOD 2 plantings 
R VALUE 17 (low) 
GARDEN SEGREGATION 
GARDEN SEGREGATION Significant 
CROP SEGREGATION Minor 
CROP SEQUENCES Minor 
MIXED VEGETABLE GARDENS None 
HOUSEHOLD GARDENS None 
SOIL FERTILITY MAINTENANCE 
LEGUME ROTATION None 
PLANTED TREE FALLOW None 
COMPOST None 
ANIMAL MANURE None 
ISLAND BED None 
SILT FROM FLOOD None 
INORGANIC FERTILISER None 
CASH EARNING ACTIVITIES 
1  Coconuts Significant 
  
  
  
  
  
  
OTHER AGRONOMIC PRACTICES 
Water Management: 
DRAINAGE None 
IRRIGATION None 
Soil Management: 
PIGS PLACED IN GARDENS None 
BURN FALLOW VEGETATION Significant 
TILLAGE None 
MECHANIZATION None 
DEEP HOLING None 
MULCHING Minor 
SOIL RETENTION BARRIERS None 
Mounding Techniques: 
VERY SMALL MOUNDS None 
SMALL MOUNDS Significant 
MOUNDS None 
LARGE MOUNDS None 
Garden Bed Techniques: 
BEDS SQUARE None 
BEDS LONG None 
Other Features: 
FENCES None 
STAKING OF CROPS None 
FALLOW CUT ONTO CROPS None 
SEASONAL MAIN CROPS None 
SEASONAL SEC'DARY CROPS None 
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 Districts 1 Manus Subsystem Extent  100 % Area (sq km)  36 
 Population  1,343 Population density 37 persons/sq km Population absent  22 % 
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OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
Survey description 
These isolated islands were not visited during the 1995 survey. Information was obtained from visits by staff from 
Keravat Lowland Agricultural Experiment Station to Wuvulu and Aua (2 days) in 1993 (Woruba et al. 1993); and to 
other islands in 1982 (Croyden 1983); and from other written sources. 
 
Boundary definition 
These islands were assigned to a separate system on the basis of information in written sources, and after surveys of the 
other islands offshore of Manus Island. 
 
Notes 
This system is distinguished from System 1606 on Bipi and nearby islands, because there sago is the most important 
food, fallow periods are shorter and there are more plantings before fallow. It is also distinguished from Systems 1604 
and 1605 on Manus Island, where sago is also more important and root crop cultivation is generally less important.  
 
The system includes the following islands: Aua and Wuvulu ('The Western Islands'); the Ninigo Islands; the Anchorite 
Islands and the Hermit Islands. Most of the islands are flat coral and the altitude range is generally minimal. However 
Luf Island, in the Hermits, has a peak of 235 m. In the current (1996) PNGRIS database, the area measurement for 
these islands of only 7 sq km is incorrect: the measurement used here, taken from the 1:100,000 maps, is 36 sq km. 
 
There are partial descriptions of agriculture on some of the islands spanning the last 120 years. From Hernsheim (1983) 
and Parkinson (1907) for the period between 1874 and 1899; through Cilento (1928) who visited all the islands in 
1927; to Kleckham (1952), Croyden (1983) and Woruba et al. (1993) over the last 40 years. One anthropologist, 
Lagercrantz (1981), worked on Wuvulu in the late 1970s, but did not describe agriculture in detail.  
 
The populations of all the island groups appear to have declined significantly between the late 1800s and the early 
1900s (Firth 1982, 114-115). In 1874, Hernsheim (1983, 25) reported that the population of the Hermits was at most 
250, but dying out. In 1898, the German administration believed that the population of the Hermit and Anchorite 
Islands was dying out (Sack and Clark 1979, 174; De'Ath and Balderston 1980/81, 35-6). In 1903, a large proportion of 
the Aua population died at sea (Sack and Clark 1979, 244). In 1927, the 'depopulation' problem of all the island groups 
in this system was investigated by Cilento (1928). At this time there were 590 people on Wuvulu and Aua, 240 in the 
Ninigo group, 28 in the Hermits, and 9 in the Anchorites. The respective figures (partly estimated) in 1900-1907 were 
3500, 480 and 60 (Parkinson 1907). By the time of the 1980 National Population Census, there were 923 people on 
Wuvulu and Aua, 798 on the Ninigos and 108 on the Hermits. While disease was undoubtedly a major factor in the late 
19th Century population decline, other factors may have limited population in the past. For example, tsunamis, which 
are major waves resulting from seismic activity such as volcanoes or earthquakes, have been a hazard on some of these 
low-lying islands. On 24 December 1930, a huge wave, up to 10 m high, struck the Ninigo Islands, causing at least five 
deaths (Everingham 1976, 16-17). According to Parkinson (1907, 379), severe famines also occurred periodically on 
Wuvulu and Aua. 
 
Under German rule, extensive coconut plantations were established on all of the island groups. The approximate areas 
were 1000 ha on Wuvulu, 270 ha on Aua, 30 ha on the small island of Manu or Allison, 1890 ha in the Ninigos, 780 in 
the Hermits and 200 in the Anchorites (Allied Geographical Section 1943, 29-30).  
 
The earliest accounts indicated that agriculture varied between the island groups, with the main difference being that 
swamp taro was grown in extensive sunken gardens on Wuvulu and Aua, but this was either not common or absent on 
most of the other islands. The sunken gardens are usually described as 'pits', but given the size of the gardens, this term 
may more usefully be retained for the individual holes containing each swamp taro plant in the floor of the sunken 
garden. The only other locations in Papua New Guinea where these swamp taro gardens occur are the coral atolls 
(Nukutapu, Tauu, Kilinailau and Nuguria: also known as the Tasman, Mortlock, Cartarets and Fead Islands) to the 
northeast of Bougainville Island in the North Solomons Province (Lefroy 1981).  
 
In 1899, Parkinson (1907) described the crops on Wuvulu and Aua as coconut, taro, and swamp taro (the latter grown 
in pits), with breadfruit, and limited amounts of banana. Fish was a very important part of the diet. Terminalia catappa 
was grown. There were no dogs, pigs or chickens on the islands. Betel nut and betel pepper were grown, as were bottle  
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Notes continued 
gourds for storing lime. On the basis of information from F.E. Hellwig's residence on Wuvulu and Aua during 1902-
1904, Hambruch (1908, 107-108, Plates XI, XII) described several aspects of agriculture. He gave a useful description  
of swamp taro cultivation, emphasising the size of the sunken gardens (one was 200 m long by 120 m wide by 3 m 
deep). He diagrammed a profile of a garden, showed a good photograph of a new garden, and noted the upper, stepped 
walls of the gardens which were faced with coral. These provided a trackway, kilometres long, from the settlements 
throughout the garden area. He also described, and provided a photograph of, growing swamp taro; each plant was set 
in its own deep pit dug in the bottom of the sunken garden (and thus extending down into the freshwater lens). Each pit 
was lined in a row at even intervals (this drew Hambruch's approving nod), and their edges were protected by collars of 
coconut husks. Along the upper stepped walls of gardens, 4-5 m high poles were placed to support betel pepper plants. 
There were also other coral walls built near a village to prevent sea water flooding lower lying areas further inland. 
Hambruch also described three agricultural tools used in swamp taro cultivation, including a wooden spade. 
 
In 1927, swamp taro (known as 'hula' or 'fula') was still reported as the staple on Wuvulu and Aua (Cilento 1928). 
Cilento described both islands as covered with old and recent pits (meaning the sunken gardens), varying in depth from 
two to seven feet (he included two good photographs). Ordinary taro ('pia') was said to have also been important 
previously, but in 1927 could not be grown due to a lack of suitable ground and the presence of an introduced insect 
pest. Secondary crops included a yam ('ura'), sago, three kinds of breadfruit, and two kinds of banana. All of these were 
apparently more plentiful on Aua than Wuvulu. Coconut was common, and fish also important. In 1943, gardens on 
Aua were described as 'pits up to 9 feet deep in which sufficient water collects to grow swamp taro', and on Wuvulu it 
was said that only swamp taro was grown (Allied Geographical Section 1943, 24). A 1950s description of the swamp 
taro gardens said they were ten feet deep and extending over two or three acres (Kleckham 1952, 29). Swamp taro was 
still described as the staple food of both Wuvulu and Aua. The swamp taro pits were said to be continuously cultivated. 
However, it was noted that there was a far larger number of sunken gardens than were currently used, which was 
interpreted to mean that the population had previously been larger. The pits were dug to a little lower than water level, 
thus leaving 6 inches to a foot of water in the bottom. When the taro was harvested, the top was replanted, the root 
peeled in the pit and leaves, stems and peel left as mulch in the pit. Leaves from the surrounding bush also went into the 
pit, and Kleckham considered that it was also possible that the presence of phosphate deposits might be related to the 
fertility of the pits.  
 
Between 1950 and the 1970s, the role of swamp taro appears to have diminished, with sweet potato produced by 
shifting cultivation at other sites gaining in significance. Thus by 1974, Wuvulu subsistence was described as based on 
fishing, and the production of taro (presumably including swamp taro), sweet potato and coconuts (Gaxotte et al. 1975, 
406). In 1980, subsistence activity required about 75 per cent of people's time on Wuvulu (Lagercrantz 1981, 110-111). 
Cultivation was divided between gardens and taro pits, small coconut groves, and plantings of betel nut, pandanus, 
breadfruit, sago and banana. There were also turtle dams and fish traps on the reef. A further major change occurred in 
1976 when the Government expropriated the large coconut plantation which occupied 9 of the 16 sq km of the island, 
and returned it to the Wuvulu people. However, by 1979, the plantation was bankrupt, and by 1980 little copra was 
being produced (Lagercrantz 1981, 107). In 1993, Woruba et al. (1993) visited one garden on Aua, and four on Wuvulu 
(two were sunken taro gardens, and two were at normal ground level). One of the latter gardens was under semi-
continuous cultivation of sweet potato and cassava, with burning of rubbish between plantings. They suggested that soft 
rocks of possible guano origin could be responsible for the sustained soil fertility. 
 
There is less information on the other islands. In 1874, Hernsheim (1983, 25) visited the Hermits, and reported the main 
foods as taro, breadfruit, coconuts, sago, fish and turtle. He also observed both betel nut and pandanus growing. In 
1899, Parkinson (1907) reported taro, yam, banana, and coconut thriving on Maron Island in the Hermits, and he noted 
that betel nut was used on all the islands. In 1927, Cilento (1928) noted that sago and taro had previously been the 
staples in the Hermit group, but currently the main foods were cassava, banana, and some taro, with the addition of 
coconut and breadfruit. In the same year, in the Ninigo group, at Patehu (Pateku) village, Cilento reported that taro had 
previously been the main staple, but, due to the same insect pest as had appeared on Wuvulu and Aua, it could no 
longer be grown. Previously, sunken swamp taro gardens had been restricted to separate islands (when 'swamp taro was 
merely an occasional food'), but they were now more widespread as swamp taro took the place of taro. Essentially, 
however, people in the Ninigos were living on fish and coconuts. Small quantities of breadfruit were available for a 
short season; and also small amounts of sago. Occasional possums were killed, with fish more common. However, food 
shortages were reported to be acute and frequent. At Lau village, a considerable amount of taro was still grown,  
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Notes continued 
though both quantity and size had declined recently. Coconut and banana were both supplementary. At Pihon village, 
taro was also being replaced. Some swamp taro had been planted in sunken gardens, but not successfully. At Pelluluhu 
village, the only foods were fish and coconuts, with taro cultivation prevented by land crabs. In 1943, Bipi islanders 
from System 1606, were said to be visiting the Kaniet Islands to fish (Allied Geographical Section 1943, 20-21). Forty 
years later in 1982, Ninigo and the Hermits were visited by Croyden (1983, 67), who described the islands as 'basically 
run down plantations with small, scattered populations on most islands while other islands are given over to food 
gardens and some copra cutting for cash'. On Liot and Pateku, both Alocasia and swamp taro were grown. The Alocasia 
was described as being more edible than usual, due to there being less calcium oxalate crystals in the corms. There were 
minor plantings of banana, sweet potato and cassava. Sweet potato yields were poor due to soil fertility  
decline associated with continuous cultivation. Crabs were described as a serious pest to banana planting material. Fruit 
trees such as Governor's plum, Spondias, mon (Dracontomelon dao) and galip (described as Canarium kaniense) were 
common. 
 
For the system as a whole, the current estimate is therefore that shifting cultivation accounts for about 80 per cent of 
agricultural production, with swamp taro gardens some 20 per cent. This may underestimate the position of swamp taro 
on Wuvulu and Aua. System details such as fallow type and length thus refer to the shifting cultivation component. In 
the absence of recent survey information, no subsystem has been created for the swamp taro gardens. 
 
The Western Islands were previously linked to Lorengau and Vanimo by air, but the service was discontinued and only 
chartered flights now land at Wuvulu Island. There is an irregular shipping service. Copra is assumed to remain the 
main activity producing cash income on the islands, though remittances probably account for a greater proportion of 
incomes. 
 
National Nutrition Survey 1982/83 
76 families from 5 villages were asked in October or December 1982 what they had eaten the previous day. 92 per cent 
reported eating coconut, 68 per cent sweet potato, 36 per cent cassava, 25 per cent taro, 18 per cent banana, 9 per cent 
sago, 5 per cent yam and 3 per cent Chinese taro. 42 per cent reported eating rice. 71 per cent reported eating fresh fish. 
This is similar to the crop pattern, assuming that taro includes swamp taro. 
 
Main References 
None. 
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4. AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS:  MAPS 
 
The maps show the location of the Agricultural Systems identified in the Province and selected 
important characteristics of the systems.  Where subsystems exist within an Agricultural System, 
the maps display information from the first subsystem only.  Subsequent subsystem information is 
not displayed, but it is available in the text summaries.  For crop combinations, cash income 
activities, population density and population absent, the maps show information for the entire 
system.  A note in the key on the Agricultural Systems map lists the systems in which subsystems 
occur.  Maps can be produced from computer files at any scale down to 1:500 000. 
 
The following notes explain the classes used on the maps. 
 
 Map title Notes 
 
1. Agricultural Systems Boundaries and identification numbers 
(eg. 1 = System 1401).  See key for 
subsystem occurrences. 
  
2. Fallow vegetation The vegetation cleared from garden sites 
at the beginning of a new period of 
cultivation (8 classes). 
  
3. Long fallow period An estimate of the length of time land is 
left fallow before it is cultivated again (4 
classes). 
  
4. Number of plantings before fallow The number of times staple crops are 
planted in the main gardens before those 
gardens are returned to a long fallow (5 
classes). 
  
5. Intensity of land use Ratio of the cropping period (estimated 
from the number of plantings) to the 
length of the complete cultivation cycle, 
ie. cropping period plus fallow  period  (4 
classes based on Ruthenberg's R factor)1. 
 Very low:    (R < 10) 
 Low:           (R = 10 - 32) 
 Medium:     (R = 33 - 66) 
 High:          (R > 66).  
  
6. Crop combinations Combinations of the most important 
(dominant staple) and important 
(subdominant staple) crops in this 
Province. 
                                                          
1  R  = (Number of years of cultivation x 100) / (Number of years of cultivation + Number of years of long fallow),  
(Ruthenberg 1980, 15) 
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 Map title Notes 
 
7. Garden and crop segregation Separation of crops into different gardens or 
into different plots within a garden (4 
classes).  A combination of Fields 28 and 29. 
For both fields, 'nil' and 'minor or 
insignificant' are defined as 'absent'; and 
'significant' and 'very significant' as 'present'. 
Classes are: both absent = 'No segregation'; 
garden segregation present only = 'Garden 
segregation'; crop segregation present only = 
'Crop segregation'; both present = 'Garden 
and crop segregation'. 
  
8. Soil fertility maintenance The presence or absence of the following: 
legume rotation, planted tree fallow, 
composting and mulching.  For all features, 
'nil' and 'minor or insignificant' are defined 
as 'absent'; and 'significant' and 'very 
significant' as 'present'. 
  
9. Soil tillage The use of tillage in the preparation of land 
for cultivation (4 classes). 
  
10. Fallow clearing practices A combination of the practices of burning 
fallow vegetation before planting, and 
cutting down fallows onto crops after 
planting.  For both features, 'none' and 'minor 
or insignificant' are defined as 'absent'; and 
'significant' and 'very significant' as 'present' 
(3 classes). 
  
11. Soil mounds and beds A combination of measures of significance 
for mounds and beds: Medium and large 
mounds are classed together as 'large 
mounds'.  Square and long beds are classed 
together as 'beds'.  Very small mounds are 
excluded.  Absent = 'none' and 'minor or 
insignificant' for all mounds and beds.  
Present = 'significant' and 'very significant' 
for all mounds and beds (6 classes). 
  
12. Water management techniques The presence or absence of the following: 
drainage, irrigation and soil retention 
barriers.  For all features, 'nil' and 'minor or 
insignificant' are defined as 'absent'; and 
'significant' and 'very significant' as 'present'  
(4 classes). 
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 Map title Notes 
 
13. Cash income activities Combinations of cash earning activities 
specific to this province.  For all activities, 'nil' 
and 'minor or insignificant' are defined as 
'absent'; and 'significant' and 'very significant' 
as 'present'. 
  
14. Seasonality of the main food 
      crops 
Whether the dominant staple (most important) 
crops and the subdominant staple (important) 
are planted at about the same time each year. 
'Nil' and 'minor or insignificant' are defined as 
'absent'; and 'significant' and 'very significant' 
as 'present' (2 classes). 
  
15. Population density Persons per square kilometre, based on the 
1980 National Population Census and the area 
occupied by the System (6 classes).  'Not 
applicable' refers to Systems where there are 
no census points. 
  
16. Population absent The proportion of the 'total' population listed 
in the 1979 Provincial Data System Rural 
Community Register as being 'absent 6 
months or more' from the Census Unit  (5 
classes).  'Not applicable' refers to Systems 
where either there are no census points, or 
where the PDS data do not distinguish 
between the 'total' and 'resident' populations.  
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5.  AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS: DATA LISTING BY CODES 
 
The following tables list all of the information contained within the database in coded form.  
The codes are contained in Section 2, Database Structure, Definitions and Codes.
78 
 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub No. of Subsys Same sys Districts Census Divisions 
 sys subsys extent oth prov   
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Same sys Same system in 
oth prov other province 
 
79 
1601 1 1 4  1 14-15 
1602 1 1 4  1 14 
1603 1 1 4  1 03-04-05-06-07-11-12-13-14-15 
1604 1 1 4  1 05-06-07-09-10-11-12-15 
1605 1 1 4  1 02-03-04-13 
1606 1 1 4  1 02 
1607 1 1 4  1 01-75 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Area Population Altitude range m Slope Fallows 
 sys km2 Total Abs Den Low High  Veg Sht Per 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Area km2 Area of System 
Population  Fallows 
Total Resident population 1980 Veg Type of Fallow vegetation 
Abs Absent population (%) Sht Short fallows 
Den Population density (persons/km2) Per Long fallow period 
 
80 
1601 1 16 1097 32 69 0 200 2 4 0 2 
1602 1 29 490 57 17 0 200 5 5 1 3 
1603 1 9 2978 44 331 0 20 1 0 0 0 
1604 1 659 9066 29 14 0 400 5 5 0 3 
1605 1 998 4128 25 4 0 600 5 5 0 3 
1606 1 4 568 43 142 0 5 1 4 1 1 
1607 1 36 1343 22 37 0 10 1 4 0 2 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Staple crops Narcotic 
 sys Most import Important Present crops 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
 
81 
1601 1 11-15 02-04-06 02-04-05-06-11-13-14-15 2-4-5-6 
1602 1 04-11 02-06 02-04-05-06-11-13-14-15 2-4 
1603 1 00 06 02-04-11 2-4 
1604 1 09 04-06-11 02-04-05-06-09-10-11-13-15 2-4-5 
1605 1 09 06 02-04-06-09-10-11-13 2-4-5 
1606 1 09 04-05-06-11 02-04-05-06-09-11-10-13-14-15 2-4 
1607 1 11 02-04-06-10 02-04-05-06-09-10-11-13-14-15 2-4 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Vegetable crops Fruit crops Nut crops 
 sys    
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
 
82 
1601 1 01-09-19-21-27 05-07-12-13-15-16-20-35 01-06-07-10-12 
1602 1 01-09-10-11-15-19-21-27-30-44 05-06-07-12-15-17-27-35 01-06-07-10-12 
1603 1 01-21-27 05-12-15-16-17-20-26-35 01-06-07-12-15 
1604 1 01-02-09-11-15-16-21-27-30 04-05-07-12-13-15-16-20 01-06-10-12-15 
1605 1 01-02-09-11-15-16-21-23-30-41 03-04-05-07-20-23-25-35 01-06-07-10-12 
1606 1 01-02-07-11-15-21-37-41 03-04-05-07-20-23-25-35 01-06-07-10-12 
1607 1 01-02-07-11-15-21-37-41 03-04-05-07-20-23-25-3 01-06-07-10-12 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Segregation Crop Gard types Soil fertility maintenance techniques 
 sys Gar Crp Seq Mix H’ld Leg Tre Com Man Isl Sil Fer 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Segregation  Soil fertility maintenance techniques 
Gar Garden Leg Legume rotation 
Crp Crop Tre Planted tree fallow 
  Com Compost 
Crop seq Crop sequences Man Animal manure 
  Isl Island bed 
Gard types Garden types Sil Silt from floods 
Mix Mixed vegetable gardens Fer Inorganic fertilizer 
H'ld Household gardens 
 
83 
1601 1 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1602 1 1 3 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1603 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1604 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1605 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1606 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1607 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Management techniques 
 sys Water Soil Fallow Other 
  Irr Drn Pig Till Hol Bar Mul Mec Brn Cut Fen Stk 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Management techniques 
Water management Fallow management 
Irr Irrigation Brn Burning of cut vegetation 
Drn Drainage Cut Fallow cut onto crops 
Soil management Other 
Pig Pigs placed in gardens Fen Fencing 
Till Tillage Stk Staking of crops 
Hol Deep holing (for yams) 
Bar Soil retention 
Mul Mulching 
Mec Mechanized soil tillage 
 
84 
1601 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1602 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 
1603 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1604 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 
1605 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1606 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
1607 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Management techniques Crop planting Cropping R value 
 sys Soil mounds Garden beds seasonality intensity  
  Vsm Sm Md Lge Sq Lg Maj Min   
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Management techniques 
Soil mounds  Garden beds 
Vsm Very small Sq Square 
Sm Small Lg Long 
Md Medium Crop planting seasonality 
Lge Large Maj Dominant 
  Min Other crops 
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1601 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 29 
1602 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 17 
1603 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1604 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 
1605 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 
1606 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 57 
1607 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 17 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Cash income sources 
 sys An Bet Crd Cat Chi Coc Cnt CfA CfR Crc Fwd Fsh 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Cash Income Sources 
An Animal skins Chi Chillie CfR Coffee Robusta 
Bet Betel nut Coc Cocoa Crc Crocodile 
Crd Cardamom Cnt Coconut Fwd Firewood 
Cat Cattle CfA Coffee Arabica Fsh Fish 
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1601 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
1602 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1603 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 
1604 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
1605 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1606 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
1607 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Cash income sources 
 sys Fod Op Pot Pyr Ric Rub Shp Tea Tob Ot1 Ot2 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem 
Cash Income Sources 
Fod Fresh food Ric Rice  Tob Tobacco 
Op Oil Palm Rub Rubber Ot1 Other 1 
Pot Potato Shp Sheep Ot2 Other 2 
Pyr Pyrethrum Tea Tea 
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1601 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1602 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1603 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1604 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1605 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1606 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1607 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM DATA LISTING - CODES        Province:  16  Manus 
 
System Sub Survey 1 Survey 2 Survey 3 
 sys Date Period Sv Sv Date Period Sv Sv Date Period Sv Sv 
  mth  yr yrs tp in mth  yr yrs tp in mth  yr yrs tp in 
 
KEY 
Subsys Subsystem HPS R.L. Hide/M. Poienou/G. Sem/ 
Sv tp Survey type  J.L. Helepet/S. Pondrilei/K. Pouru/ 
Sv in Surveyor initials  B. Tewi 
  HPM R.L.Hide/M. Poienou/.    
   J.L Helepet/K.Pouru/B. Tewi 
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1601 1 07  95 -    2 HPS -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1602 1 07  95 -    2 HPS -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1603 1 07  95 -    3 HPM -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1604 1 07  95 -    3 HPM -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1605 1 07  95 -    3 HPM -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1606 1 07  95 -    2 HPM -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
1607 1 -  - -    -  -  - -    -  -  - -    -  
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6.  LISTINGS OF RURAL VILLAGES (CENSUS UNITS) INDEXED TO 
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS 
 
All rural village Census Units in the 1980 National Population Census which are locatable on 
either the 1980 or 1990 Census Maps are assigned to an Agricultural System.  The village 
name, National Population Census identification codes (Province, District, Census Division, 
Census Unit), population and Agricultural System number for each village is held as a single 
record in a population database (AGPOP).  District and Census Division codes for this 
Province are listed in Appendix A.2. 
 
This section provides three different listings from that database of rural villages indexed by 
Agricultural Systems: 
 
6.1 Rural villages listed in census order (District, Census Division). 
 
6.2 Rural villages listed in alphabetical order. 
 
6.3 Rural villages listed by Agricultural System number (alphabetically within agricultural 
systems) with PNGRIS Resource Mapping Unit (RMU) numbers. 
 
Abbreviations used are: 
 
Dist District name and number (see Appendix A.2) 
Div Census Division number (see Appendix A.2) 
Population 1980 National Population Census count of population in a Unit 
RMU Provincial Resource Mapping Unit number (PNGRIS) 
System Agricultural System number 
Village Census Unit name 
Unit Census Unit number 
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6.1  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN CENSUS ORDER 
Province:  16 Manus 
 Village Population System Village Population System 
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DISTRICT 1 Manus District 
Division 1 Western Islands 
 1 AMIK 87 1607 
 2 AWIN 35 1607 
 3 LAU 71 1607 
 4 LIOT 83 1607 
 5 LUF 41 1607 
 6 PATEKU 97 1607 
 7 PIHON 179 1607 
Division 2 Kali Bipi 
 1 KALI 104 1605 
 2 MASO 194 1606 
 3 MATAHAI 100 1606 
 4 NIHON 259 1605 
 5 SALAPAI 274 1606 
 6 SALIEN 276 1605 
Division 3 Soparibeu 
 1 HARENGAN 192 1603 
 2 JOWAN 1 197 1605 
 3 JOWAN 2 56 1605 
 4 LESSAU 144 1605 
 5 LEVEI 248 1605 
 6 N'DREHET 222 1605 
 7 NYADA 255 1605 
 8 SORI 1 149 1605 
 9 SORI 2 80 1605 
Division 4 Tulu Ponam 
 1 ARAN 83 1605 
 2 LEHEWA 66 1605 
 3 PONAM 297 1603 
 4 SAHA 82 1605 
 5 TULU 1 175 1605 
 6 TULU 2 86 1605 
Division 5 Kurti 
 1 ANDRA 269 1603 
 2 BADLOK 194 1604 
 3 DERIMBAT 345 1604 
 4 LIAP 232 1604 
 5 LOMOEI 144 1604 
 6 MUNDRAU 117 1604 
 7 MUDRIPUREU 79 1604 
 8 PUNDRU 96 1604 
 9 SOU 298 1604 
 10 WAMANDRA 119 1604 
Division 6 Bupu Chupeu 
 1 A'HUS 306 1603 
 2 BOWAT 2 134 1604 
 3 HORAN 89 1604 
 4 LOBAHAN 181 1604 
 5 LOWA 113 1604 
 6 MALABANG 52 1604 
 7 MARIMAN 45 1604 
Division 7 Lele Masi 
 1 BOWAT 313 1604 
 2 BUNDROU 76 1604 
 3 HAUWAI 69 1603 
 4 KORONAT 34 1603 
 5 LUNDRET 185 1604 
 6 N'DRELAP 93 1604 
 7 N'DRILLOU 160 1603 
 8 N'DRANOU 121 1604 
 9 PITYLUH 229 1603 
 10 PULUSO 85 1604 
 11 PONDELIS 134 1604 
 12 ROSSUN 117 1604 
 13 SAPON 1 67 1604 
 14 SAPON 2 49 1604 
 16 TOMERIGO 60 1604 
 17 TINGOU 100 1604 
 18 WAREMBEI 185 1604 
 19 WAREMBU 38 1604 
 20 YIRINGOU 61 1604 
Division 9 Los Negros 
 1 LOLAK 76 1604 
 2 LONIU 242 1604 
 3 MOKERENG 164 1604 
 4 NARINGEL 131 1604 
 5 NUTT PT 68 1604 
 6 PAPITALAI 82 1604 
 7 RIURIU 50 1604 
Division 10 Nali 
 1 BULIHAN 121 1604 
 2 KAPOU 64 1604 
 3 KARUN 95 1604 
 4 LAWES 180 1604 
 5 N'DRAPITOU 87 1604 
 6 NOHANG 56 1604 
 7 SIRRAH 205 1604 
 8 SOHENERIU 90 1604 
 9 YIRIU 97 1604 
Division 11 Pere M'bunai 
 1 LAHAN 24 1604 
 2 LOWAIA 142 1604 
 3 MALEH 133 1604 
 4 M'BUNAI 153 1603 
 5 PATUSI 97 1604 
 6 PERE 321 1603 
Division 12 Ere Kele 
 1 BUYANG 189 1604 
 2 LOCHA 32 1604 
 3 LOI 118 1604 
 4 LONDRU 121 1604 
 5 MATAWEREI 94 1604 
 6 NDRAPITOU 84 1604 
 7 N'DROIA 121 1604 
 8 PAU 96 1604 
 9 PITERAIT 80 1604 
 10 TAWI 105 1604 
 11 TINGOU 1 149 1604 
 12 TINGOU 2 76 1604 
 13 UNDRAU 45 1604 
Division 13 Sopomu Malai Bay 
 1 BOHUAI 236 1605 
 2 BUNDRAHEI 195 1605 
 3 KABULI 186 1605 
 4 KUPANO 79 1605 
 5 LIKUM 238 1605 
 6 M'BUKE 315 1603 
 7 PELIPOWAI 208 1605 
 8 PUTJOU 372 1605 
 9 SAPONDRALIS 132 1605 
 10 TIMOENAI 262 1603 
6.1  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN CENSUS ORDER 
Province:  16 Manus 
 Village Population System Village Population System 
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Division 14 Balopa 
 1 BUIAT 59 1601 
 2 LAGO 48 1602 
 3 LIPAN 289 1601 
 4 MANUAI 166 1601 
 5 MOUK 147 1603 
 6 NGAMBOAI 61 1601 
 7 PARIOI 168 1601 
 8 PAON 73 1602 
 9 PERELIK 86 1601 
 10 REI 229 1602 
 11 SONE 121 1601 
 12 SOLANG 140 1602 
Division 15 Rapatona 
 1 HAHAI 166 1604 
 2 KULUO 95 1604 
 3 LENKAU 208 1604 
 4 LIULIU 154 1604 
 5 LOAMAT 42 1604 
 6 MOKARA 146 1604 
 7 MOUKLEN 174 1603 
 8 MULIREU 116 1604 
 9 NAUNA 147 1601 
 10 PANUSELU 206 1604 
 11 PENCHAL 84 1604 
 12 POPEU 79 1604 
 13 PUNDROU 83 1604 
 14 TANDUAL 140 1604 
 15 TILIANU 50 1603 
 16 TONG 111 1604 
Division 75 Western Islands-Wuv-Aua 
 1 AUNA 242 1607 
 2 ONEI 265 1607 
 3 AUA ISLAND 243 1607 
6.2  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER 
Province: 16 Manus 
Village Dist Div Unit System Village Dist Div  Unit System 
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A'HUS 1 6 1 1603 
AMIK 1 1 1 1607 
ANDRA 1 5 1 1603 
ARAN 1 4 1 1605 
AUA ISLAND 1 75 3 1607 
AUNA 1 75 1 1607 
AWIN 1 1 2 1607 
 
BADLOK 1 5 2 1604 
BOHUAI 1 13 1 1605 
BOWAT 1 7 1 1604 
BOWAT 2 1 6 2 1604 
BUIAT 1 14 1 1601 
BULIHAN 1 10 1 1604 
BUNDRAHEI 1 13 2 1605 
BUNDROU 1 7 2 1604 
BUYANG 1 12 1 1604 
 
DERIMBAT 1 5 3 1604 
 
HAHAI 1 15 1 1604 
HARENGAN 1 3 1 1603 
HAUWAI 1 7 3 1603 
HORAN 1 6 3 1604 
 
JOWAN 1 1 3 2 1605 
JOWAN 2 1 3 3 1605 
 
KABULI 1 13 3 1605 
KALI 1 2 1 1605 
KAPOU 1 10 2 1604 
KARUN 1 10 3 1604 
KORONAT 1 7 4 1603 
KULUO 1 15 2 1604 
KUPANO 1 13 4 1605 
 
LAGO 1 14 2 1602 
LAHAN 1 11 1 1604 
LAU 1 1 3 1607 
LAWES 1 10 4 1604 
LEHEWA 1 4 2 1605 
LENKAU 1 15 3 1604 
LESSAU 1 3 4 1605 
LEVEI 1 3 5 1605 
LIAP 1 5 4 1604 
LIKUM 1 13 5 1605 
LIOT 1 1 4 1607 
LIPAN 1 14 3 1601 
LIULIU 1 15 4 1604 
LOAMAT 1 15 5 1604 
LOBAHAN 1 6 4 1604 
LOCHA 1 12 2 1604 
LOI 1 12 3 1604 
LOLAK 1 9 1 1604 
LOMOEI 1 5 5 1604 
LONDRU 1 12 4 1604 
LONIU 1 9 2 1604 
LOWA 1 6 5 1604 
LOWAIA 1 11 2 1604 
LUF 1 1 5 1607 
LUNDRET 1 7 5 1604 
M'BUKE 1 13 6 1603 
M'BUNAI 1 11 4 1603 
MALABANG 1 6 6 1604 
MALEH 1 11 3 1604 
MANUAI 1 14 4 1601 
MARIMAN 1 6 7 1604 
MASO 1 2 2 1606 
MATAHAI 1 2 3 1606 
MATAWEREI 1 12 5 1604 
MOKARA 1 15 6 1604 
MOKERENG 1 9 3 1604 
MOUK 1 14 5 1603 
MOUKLEN 1 15 7 1603 
MUDRIPUREU 1 5 7 1604 
MULIREU 1 15 8 1604 
MUNDRAU 1 5 6 1604 
 
N'DRANOU 1 7 8 1604 
N'DRAPITOU 1 10 5 1604 
N'DREHET 1 3 6 1605 
N'DRELAP 1 7 6 1604 
N'DRILLOU 1 7 7 1603 
N'DROIA 1 12 7 1604 
NARINGEL 1 9 4 1604 
NAUNA 1 15 9 1601 
NDRAPITOU 1 12 6 1604 
NGAMBOAI 1 14 6 1601 
NIHON 1 2 4 1605 
NOHANG 1 10 6 1604 
NUTT PT 1 9 5 1604 
NYADA 1 3 7 1605 
 
ONEI 1 75 2 1607 
 
PANUSELU 1 15 10 1604 
PAON 1 14 8 1602 
PAPITALAI 1 9 6 1604 
PARIOI 1 14 7 1601 
PATEKU 1 1 6 1607 
PATUSI 1 11 5 1604 
PAU 1 12 8 1604 
PELIPOWAI 1 13 7 1605 
PENCHAL 1 15 11 1604 
PERE 1 11 6 1603 
PERELIK 1 14 9 1601 
PIHON 1 1 7 1607 
PITERAIT 1 12 9 1604 
PITYLUH 1 7 9 1603 
PONAM 1 4 3 1603 
PONDELIS 1 7 11 1604 
POPEU 1 15 12 1604 
PULUSO 1 7 10 1604 
PUNDROU 1 15 13 1604 
PUNDRU 1 5 8 1604 
PUTJOU 1 13 8 1605 
 
REI 1 14 10 1602 
RIURIU 1 9 7 1604 
ROSSUN 1 7 12 1604 
6.2  RURAL VILLAGES WITH AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM NUMBERS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER 
Province: 16 Manus 
Village Dist Div Unit System Village Dist Div  Unit System 
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SAHA 1 4 4 1605 
SALAPAI 1 2 5 1606 
SALIEN 1 2 6 1605 
SAPON 1 1 7 13 1604 
SAPON 2 1 7 14 1604 
SAPONDRALIS 1 13 9 1605 
SIRRAH 1 10 7 1604 
SOHENERIU 1 10 8 1604 
SOLANG 1 14 12 1602 
SONE 1 14 11 1601 
SORI 1 1 3 8 1605 
SORI 2 1 3 9 1605 
SOU 1 5 9 1604 
TANDUAL 1 15 14 1604 
TAWI 1 12 10 1604 
TILIANU 1 15 15 1603 
TIMOENAI 1 13 10 1603 
TINGOU 1 7 17 1604 
TINGOU 1 1 12 11 1604 
TINGOU 2 1 12 12 1604 
TOMERIGO 1 7 16 1604 
TONG 1 15 16 1604 
TULU 1 1 4 5 1605 
TULU 2 1 4 6 1605 
 
UNDRAU 1 12 13 1604 
 
WAMANDRA 1 5 10 1604 
WAREMBEI 1 7 18 1604 
WAREMBU 1 7 19 1604 
 
YIRINGOU 1 7 20 1604 
YIRIU 1 10 9 1604 
6.3  RURAL VILLAGES LISTED BY AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM Province:  16 Manus 
 
 Village Dist Div Unit RMU Village Dist Div Unit RMU 
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SYSTEM   1601 
 BUIAT 1 14 1 37 
 LIPAN 1 14 3 33 
 MANUAI 1 14 4 33 
 NAUNA 1 15 9 55 
 NGAMBOAI 1 14 6 37 
 PARIOI 1 14 7 33 
 PERELIK 1 14 9 33 
 SONE 1 14 11 33 
      
SYSTEM   1602 
 LAGO 1 14 2 32 
 PAON 1 14 8 32 
 REI 1 14 10 32 
 SOLANG 1 14 12 32 
      
SYSTEM   1603 
 A'HUS 1 6 1 41 
 ANDRA 1 5 1 41 
 HARENGAN 1 3 1 40 
 HAUWAI 1 7 3 41 
 KORONAT 1 7 4 41 
 M'BUKE 1 13 6 38 
 M'BUNAI 1 11 4 23 
 MOUK 1 14 5 33 
 MOUKLEN 1 15 7 31 
 N'DRILLOU 1 7 7 41 
 PERE 1 11 6 44 
 PITYLUH 1 7 9 41 
 PONAM 1 4 3 41 
 TILIANU 1 15 15 42 
 TIMOENAI 1 13 10 14 
      
SYSTEM   1604 
 BADLOK 1 5 2 19 
 BOWAT 1 7 1 24 
 BOWAT 2 1 6 2 20 
 BULIHAN 1 10 1 24 
 BUNDROU 1 7 2 34 
 BUYANG 1 12 1 24 
 DERIMBAT 1 5 3 51 
 HAHAI 1 15 1 28 
 HORAN 1 6 3 24 
 KAPOU 1 10 2 24 
 KARUN 1 10 3 24 
 KULUO 1 15 2 31 
 LAHAN 1 11 1 23 
 LAWES 1 10 4 23 
 LENKAU 1 15 3 31 
 LIAP 1 5 4 51 
 LIULIU 1 15 4 31 
 LOAMAT 1 15 5 45 
 LOBAHAN 1 6 4 25 
 LOCHA 1 12 2 21 
 LOI 1 12 3 21 
 LOLAK 1 9 1 36 
 LOMOEI 1 5 5 51 
 LONDRU 1 12 4 21 
 LONIU 1 9 2 36 
 LOWA 1 6 5 51 
 LOWAIA 1 11 2 23 
 LUNDRET 1 7 5 24 
 MALABANG 1 6 6 20 
 MALEH 1 11 3 23 
 MARIMAN 1 6 7 24 
 MATAWEREI 1 12 5 24 
 MOKARA 1 15 6 28 
 MOKERENG 1 9 3 36 
 MUDRIPUREU 1 5 7 19 
 MULIREU 1 15 8 28 
 MUNDRAU 1 5 6 19 
 N'DRANOU 1 7 8 24 
 N'DRAPITOU 1 10 5 24 
 N'DRELAP 1 7 6 34 
 N'DROIA 1 12 7 19 
 NARINGEL 1 9 4 36 
 NDRAPITOU 1 12 6 24 
 NOHANG 1 10 6 22 
 NUTT PT 1 9 5 27 
 PANUSELU 1 15 10 31 
 PAPITALAI 1 9 6 27 
 PATUSI 1 11 5 23 
 PAU 1 12 8 24 
 PENCHAL 1 15 11 31 
 PITERAIT 1 12 9 24 
 PONDELIS 1 7 11 34 
 POPEU 1 15 12 45 
 PULUSO 1 7 10 20 
 PUNDROU 1 15 13 45 
 PUNDRU 1 5 8 24 
 RIURIU 1 9 7 36 
 ROSSUN 1 7 12 24 
 SAPON 1 1 7 13 24 
 SAPON 2 1 7 14 24 
 SIRRAH 1 10 7 24 
 SOHENERIU 1 10 8 24 
 SOU 1 5 9 18 
 TANDUAL 1 15 14 28 
 TAWI 1 12 10 24 
 TINGOU 1 7 17 24 
 TINGOU 1 1 12 11 24 
 TINGOU 2 1 12 12 24 
 TOMERIGO 1 7 16 20 
 TONG 1 15 16 29 
 UNDRAU 1 12 13 24 
 WAMANDRA 1 5 10 19 
 WAREMBEI 1 7 18 24 
 WAREMBU 1 7 19 24 
 YIRINGOU 1 7 20 24 
 YIRIU 1 10 9 24 
      
SYSTEM   1605 
 ARAN 1 4 1 50 
 BOHUAI 1 13 1 54 
 BUNDRAHEI 1 13 2 49 
 JOWAN 1 1 3 2 1 
 JOWAN 2 1 3 3 1 
 KABULI 1 13 3 8 
 KALI 1 2 1 48 
 KUPANO 1 13 4 14 
 LEHEWA 1 4 2 18 
 LESSAU 1 3 4 1 
6.3  RURAL VILLAGES LISTED BY AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM Province:  16 Manus 
 
 Village Dist Div Unit RMU Village Dist Div Unit RMU 
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 LEVEI 1 3 5 10 
 LIKUM 1 13 5 49 
 N'DREHET 1 3 6 9 
 NIHON 1 2 4 47 
 NYADA 1 3 7 10 
 PELIPOWAI 1 13 7 54 
 PUTJOU 1 13 8 8 
 SAHA 1 4 4 18 
 SALIEN 1 2 6 46 
 SAPONDRALIS 1 13 9 49 
 SORI 1 1 3 8 10 
 SORI 2 1 3 9 10 
 TULU 1 1 4 5 50 
 TULU 2 1 4 6 50 
 
SYSTEM   1606 
 MASO 1 2 2 39 
 MATAHAI 1 2 3 39 
 SALAPAI 1 2 5 39 
      
SYSTEM   1607 
 AMIK 1 1 1 52 
 AUA ISLAND 1 75 3 52 
 AUNA 1 75 1 52 
 AWIN 1 1 2 52 
 LAU 1 1 3 52 
 LIOT 1 1 4 52 
 LUF 1 1 5 53 
 ONEI 1 75 2 52 
 PATEKU 1 1 6 52 
 PIHON 1 1 7 52 
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APPENDIX A.1 
 
 
 
NATIONAL POPULATION CENSUS PROVINCIAL CODES 
 
 
 Province Abbreviation Code 
 
Western WES 01 
Gulf GUL 02 
Central CEN 03 
National Capital District NCD 04 
Milne Bay MBP 05 
Oro (Northern) ORO 06 
Southern Highlands SHP 07 
Enga ENG 08 
Western Highlands WHP 09 
Simbu (Chimbu) SIM 10 
Eastern Highlands EHP 11 
Morobe MOR 12 
Madang MAD 13 
East Sepik ESP 14 
West Sepik (Sandaun) WSP 15 
Manus MAN 16 
New Ireland NIP 17 
East New Britain ENB 18 
West New Britain WNB 19 
Bougainville  NSP 20 
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APPENDIX A.2 
 
 
 
NATIONAL POPULATION CENSUS CODES FOR DISTRICTS AND CENSUS 
DIVISIONS, MANUS PROVINCE1  
 
 
Code Division Code Division 
 
01 MANUS 09 LOS NEGRO 
01 WESTERN ISLANDS 10 NALI 
02 KALI BIPI 11 PERE M’BUNAI 
03 SOPARIBEU 12 ERE KELE 
04 TULU PONAM 13 SOPOMU MALAI BAY 
05  KURTI 14 BALOPA 
06 BUPU CHUPEU 15 RAPATONA 
07 LELE MASI 75 WESTERN ISLANDS-
WUVULU-AUA 
 
 
                                                          
1 The Census Division names and codes are from the 1980 National Population Census. However, because the district 
definitions in some provinces changed between the 1980 and 1990 censuses, and because districts are important for 
provincial administrative purposes, the district names and codes are from the 1990 National Population Census.  Some 
provinces have further changed district definitions since 1990 but these are not shown. 
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